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Summary
THE PROJECT AT A GLANCE

Beginning in March 2013 I set out to develop a permaculture design plan for Prairie Song Farm, a 

140 acre rural site in Iowa 5 miles north of Fairfield city limits. The overarching mission of Prairie 

Song Farm is to build a resilient community that provides opportunities for people to learn how 

to live in harmony with each other and the cosmos. The Farm has a unique history, and for the 

past 5 years students from the Sustainable Living Department at MUM have been living and 

working at the farm to apply their skills and education to co-create a living example of 

permaculture and sustainability with the land owner and the land. I am one of those students, and 

will be leaving this document behind to help guide the evolution of life at the Farm. The potential 

depth and scope of a permaculture design is endless. This document is not intended to provide 

detailed instructions. The scope of this project is to outline an overall framework for the big 

picture at the farm, and discuss some potential ways the vision, mission, and goals can be 

fulfilled.

The Design Process 

I had 2 months to complete the project. During the first month of the project I established the 

vision, mission and goals of the Farm in the form of a “Holistic Goal.” Forming the Holistic Goal 

is a participatory process developed by Allan Savory that includes all stakeholders in the goal 

formation, not just the land owner. I also did a client interview separately with the land owner and 

his wife to understand their desires and vision for the site. During this time I also did a thorough 

site survey listing all the infrastructure and existing features, including the human social 

dynamics and observations of the wild components of the land; this also included mapping the 

site and its energy flows/patterns. Before analyzing this information and assessing potential 

design components, I spent a day on the site consulting an experienced permaculture designer; I 

learned a lot more about the site with him and picked up some crucial design strategies. During 

the final week and a half of the project I consolidated all my information and began writing the 

report, analyzing and assessing major design components; I also described strategies for 
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implementation and maintenance over time. Throughout the two months of project time I 

consulted many books, video presentations, and other people with experience in key areas, as 

well as ongoing conversations with Farm members and the landlord. 

Design Features

Based on the holistic goal and site survey of the Farm I discerned that the theme of this site is: 

Restoration, Regeneration and Resilience. Key components for restoration include wildlife 

habitat restoration, tall-grass prairie reconstruction, and reforestation. I also included design 

features based on the desire of the stakeholders to restore an engaged way of being with the earth 

and with each other in community. Regeneration of the land can be achieved through a variety of 

systems. Proper harvesting of yields is absolutely fundamental, as is plant propagation to attract 

beneficial species and support a healthy food-web. “Regenerative agriculture” methods are the 

recommended way for the farm to go, given sufficient managing capacity and skill; these include 

keyline design, advanced agro-forestry and food-forest polycultures, as well as certain livestock 

systems to recycle nutrients and regenerate soil fertility.The theme of resilience has emerged in 

response to the precarious regional and national systems of food and energy production. 

Redundancy in the system builds resilience. So I recommended more than one component to 

fulfill each of the necessary forms of production. I emphasized these two permaculture 

principles: “Each important function is supported by many elements”, and “each important 

element performs many functions.” Thus, managers will need to craft a diverse portfolio of 

complimentary products and services to support the whole.
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Introduction
SENIOR PROJECT 2013

 ! Like all places, Prairie Song Farm (PSF) aka “the Farm” has a story. Decades before the 

first MUM student arrived at the main house this land was plowed and conventionally farmed. 

The currently existing wetland prairie had been tile drained and planted in annual rotations of 

corn and soybeans. The main house on the top of the ridge was a farmhouse, with a farmer and 

his wife. Over the years, after Jeffrey Hedquist acquired the land, the tiles were removed and 

earthworks were done to re-establish the flood plain and prairie seed was planted; a big pond was 

put in; and then the students came. At first, there were just a couple students living in the main 

house. They were Sustainable Living students at MUM and made an agreement with Jeffrey, the 

landlord, to work the land and apply some of the knowledge they were gaining. Gardens began to 

be seeded, new living quarters established, and a small greenhouse was built. Soon, a couple 

students became a half dozen, and now, almost a dozen. 
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! I came to MUM to study Sustainable Living in the Spring of 2011, and after befriending 

Jeremiah and Robbie, two of the farm’s illustrious past residents, I found myself a bed at the farm 

for the summer of that year. I was excited to get some hands on experience doing what I set out 

for in coming to MUM: growing food and learning practical skills for living a healthy life.The 

summer became the school year and the bed remained available to me, since no one else was 

coming back to claim it and the current residents felt like I was a good fit. When I became a 

“permanent” resident there were 5 other members/work-trade renters, and one newborn baby. 

That was September, 2011. 19 months later I am the only one left from that 2011 year and I’m 

getting ready to graduate at the end of next month. That will be May, 2013. 

! A little over a year ago I wrote this in a blog post to depict the scenario at the farm: “The 

landowner (Jeffrey) owns 140 acres of rural land 5 miles north of the City of Fairfield. The land is 

comprised of a mix of cultivated hayfields, reconstructed prairie, and woodland, with a creek, 

wetland, and pond. Jeffrey hopes to transform the land into a living example of sustainability in 

terms of energy, food security, shelter, and community; to this end he offers a work-trade deal to 

students of sustainable living to occupy several living spaces on the property in exchange for 

work on the farm. There is a house, apartment, and several small cabins to house residents. A 

1500 sq.ft. garden and 200 sq.ft. greenhouse already exist to grow food, and native berries, nuts 

and mushrooms are abundant in the wooded areas. Potential expansion of food growing capacity 

is a high priority, including agroforestry and edible landscaping throughout the property. New 

elements are being considered all the time, and residents are challenged to design systems that 

harness the symbiotic potential of all elements of the Farm. There is a growing interest among 

people in the community to live at Prairie Song and as the community of work-traders grows 

additional attention must be given to how everyone works and lives together.”

! The decision to do a permaculture design for the farm was in response to the need for a 

clearly expressed long-term vision for the human co-habitation at the farm. Ideally the design 
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plan will enable future projects and growth of the community to be intentional and in harmony 

with the ecology of the land. I realize now that my senior project is not going to produce a master 

plan by any means, but rather an amateur plan. It will be a starting point for more thoughtful 

observation and analysis to build on. I understand that permaculture design is a process with no 

end; a final design plan is a misleading illusion. So far, the process has brought me more in touch 

with what’s real, forcing me to honor my current personal limitations. The various ecosystems at 

the farm display more intelligence than I currently understand, so I realize that at its highest 

expression this design plan represents a rudimentary and basic level of permacultural thought. 

Also, at 23 years old, I lack experience in the areas of  life out of which permanent culture is 

formed: economics, agro-ecology, social science, regional planning, agro-forestry, building and 

architecture, etc. That is to say, I acknowledge my limitations as a designer. And those who 

consider using any or all of the design should also understand my limitations. That said, the most 

profound limitation in permaculture is the creativity of the designer; and I trust that my creativity 

and passion are sufficient enough to take a crack at the design for the farm. I’m also comforted 

knowing that where I fall short in this initial design, the creativity bank (of people) will 

compensate for it and make it better! 

! The senior project is a culmination of my studies at MUM, and I am fortunate to have had 

the opportunity to co-create a permaculture design for a site that is already teeming with dynamic 

and committed people. Throughout the process of the two months of directed study, I’ve 

consulted authoritative texts, professors and other local experts (including the land and its 

inhabitants), as well as an outside consultant, Rick Valley, from Lost Valley Education and Event 

Center. Throughout the course of this project, I’ve been operating with a self-applied pressure 

to turn out professional-level work. Given the scenario of the farm I knew that my suggestions 

would be taken seriously and have the potential to influence future work and investments. So for 

much of the time my thoughts for design have been conservative, limited to thinking about what 

could be implemented based on the current conditions. 
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! To establish the vision, mission and goals of the clients I had them all participate in the 

process of establishing a “holistic goal,” following the model created by Alan Savory in “Holistic 

Management.” Throughout the entire time I was gathering information about the site in a journal 

as well as on maps, and observing life on the land by taking walks during different times of day 

and a variety of weather conditions. Having lived on the land for all 4 seasons I was able to draw 

on my knowledge from the past, as well as from past residents. Walking the land with Rick 

Valley, a very seasoned permaculture teacher and land steward, helped me see more than I was 

able to alone. 

! Going through this process has made me realize how much more remains to learn about 

the site, and has emphasized the value of doing nothing with the majority of the land in the short 

term. Doing nothing is not exactly what it sounds like, but acknowledges the value of taking time 

and space to learn more about the site itself. This is based on the realization that we (the 

designer, and the managers/inhabitants) do not know the basic nature of what is already present 

on the site, such as the energy transactions and relationships between existing birds, vegetation, 

water, and other wildlife. Doing nothing also emphasizes the need to develop a nucleus of highly 

productive systems in zones 1 and 2 before investing in extensive systems in zones 3 and 4. 

! I also learned a lot about the design process from Rick who helped me put my project in 

perspective based on crucial information that I would not be able to have by the end of April. He 

emphasized the importance of placing roads, fencing, major crops, and buildings according to 

the keyline layout for the whole site. The site surveying could anywhere from to 6 months to a 

year, so at this point it is clear that my final product will be a rough conceptual design, and 

provide a general foundation for details to build upon. This written report will be a mixture of 

decisions based on site-specific information and personal reflection from lessons learned 

through the process. The sections below will first outline the design process itself, and then go 

through the details of each major part of the design process. 
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Permaculture Design
THE PROCESS

“A design is composed of concepts, techniques, strategies, and materials; it focuses on 

relationships between components of the design and how they function to assist each other. It is 

in the arrangement of parts that design has its being and function, and it is the adoption of a 

purpose which decides the direction of things.” - from Permaculture: A Designers’ Manual 

”To be a good designer is to be in search of an understanding of nature, and to be content 

with the search itself.” -Bill Mollison

! There are many methods for design, but the overall process is pretty straightforward. 

The designer must come to know the clients needs and establish the vision, mission, and goals 

with all stakeholders. Detailed and thorough observation of the site is key, and creates a basis for 

decision making. Then analysis and assessment of the site makes use of the information gathered 

from the client(s) and land to identify key elements and appropriate systems to implement over 

time. Mapping relationships between important elements and systems is key. Factoring in 

economic and social considerations, as well as managing capacity, are crucial to developing a 

successional plan for implementation and maintenance of the design features. The evolution of 

the design is a matter for trial, following observation, and then acting on that information. 

!
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Design Methods

Bill Mollison outlines  8 primary methods for developing a design plan. 

They are:

Functional Analysis - Design by listing the characteristics of components (i.e. functional analysis 

of chickens; listing their products and behaviors, intrinsic characteristics and needs)

Observation - Design by expanding on direct observation of a site

Deduction from Nature - Design by adopting the lessons learned from nature (i.e. Bio-mimicry or 

ecosystem mimicry) 

Options and Decisions - Design as a selection of options or pathways based on decisions (If we 

do X, Y, and Z, then what will be the future possibilities?)

Data Overlay - Design by map overlays (Mapping energy flows, pathways, wildlife corridors, 

etc.)

Random Assembly - Design by assessing the results of random assembly (Make a random chart to  

place different components together and analyze how it would work out)

Flow Diagrams - Design for workplaces by envisioning patterns of flow and movement 

Zone and Sector Analysis - Design by the application of a master plan

!  By sensibly combining these methods through the process, “the goal is to evolve a 

design that includes a large degree of self-management, takes account of details on site, suits the 

ethics and resources of people, locates ground features in an integrated way, and provides for 

natural systems and access routs to be properly located.” (Mollison). Sounds easy enough!

! I did not use all of these methods equally, and some not at all. The main methods I used 

were Observation, Deduction from Nature, Data Overlay, Flow Diagrams, and Zone and Sector 

Analysis. Some of the methods, such as Functional Analysis, were too time-consuming to do for 

all major components. I wish I had the time to go through each of the major components and do a 

complete functional analysis for each of them. Doing so could help to better understand the 

relationships between components of the whole system, which is so important to design an 

efficient overall system. However, as you will see, I put in quite a bit of thought analyzing 

potential design components in the Analysis and Assessment chapter. 
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Here is a brief outline of the way I applied design methods to this particular site design:

Observation - As you read through the “Observation” and “Analysis and Assessment” chapters 

below, you’ll see how many of my decisions for major components are strongly connected to the 

observations and information about this particular site. I organized my observations based on 

Yeoman’s “Keyline Scale of Permanence,” which enabled me to gather information about the 

site-specific climate, landform, water, roads/access, vegetation and wildlife, buildings, and soil. 

Then, I analyzed design components according to that information. 

Deduction from Nature - Many of the design components function in ways that reflect systems in 

nature. I did not invent or deduce the systems that I suggested for implementation; I stand on the 

shoulders of giants, i.e. the many people who have studied nature and discovered systems to 

mimic and compliment the intelligence of natural systems. One example of this is forest garden 

design. Another example is keyline design. People have deduced thousands of ideas that work to 

produce a variety of functions. So I filtered what I knew was possible to choose the most 

appropriate systems based on the specific site characteristics and the desires of the people who I 

was designing for.

Data Overlay, Flow Diagrams, and Zones of Use  - I started the data overlay by printing out large 

scaled maps of the site acquired from satellite images of the property. I used multiple copies of 

these maps to draw out access roads and pathways, wildlife corridors, sun and wind patterns, 

identify existing buildings, and sketch out potential new buildings and patterns for placing 

different systems. Having this data mapped on large paper allowed me and other work partners to 

see the site as a whole and conceptualize relationships between potential design features. I could 

create flow diagrams on the big maps to envision how people would be moving in relation to the 

greenhouse and garden work, community space, and harvesting wood throughout the property; 

this helped identify key pathways and access routs, and place systems in the proper relative 

location. I also had a big topographical map printed out, which was used to identify the 

appropriate placement of access roads and ponds according to optimal grade/steepness. Using a 

big map of the whole property with the patterns of usage and existing features enabled me to 

identify zones of use. Mapping zones of use is a fundamental step to developing a master plan. 

When zones are identified, then components of the design can be placed accordingly.
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 The Holistic Goal - As you will see below, I used the Holistic Goal as another primary method for 

the design. The Holistic Goal-setting process provides a method for identifying the vision, 

mission, and goals of the clients that I am designing for. 

The Permaculture Ethic

! I want to clarify the permaculture ethics and principles underlying the design process. 

The following was taken from Bill Mollison’s landmark text introducing permaculture design to 

the world. “The permaculture ethic pervades all aspects of environmental, community, economic 

and social systems – cooperation, not competition, is the key. There is a basic life ethic, which 

recognizes the intrinsic worth of every living thing, even if it has no commercial value to us. In 

short, the ethic is ‘Earth care, people care, fair share.’”

Care of the Earth  - “includes all living things: soils, species and their varieties, atmosphere, 

forests, micro-habitats, animals, and waters, It implies harmless and rehabilitative activities, 

active conservation, ethical and frugal use of resources, and “right livelihood” (working for 

useful and beneficial systems).” 

Care for People - “emphasizes caring for the wellbeing and fundamental needs of humans, to 

strengthen human communities.”

Fair Share - “means contribution of surplus time, money, and energy to achieve the aims of earth 

and people care.”

! Ancient Vedic wisdom from India talks about the fundamental laws of nature and how 

everything is connected. At the most fundamental level, there is a unified field of consciousness 

that pervades all life on Earth and the entire cosmos. Modern quantum physics and super-string 

theory are based on observations and formulas explaining the nature of matter; all matter, they 

say, is comprised of inconceivably small sub atomic particles. These fundamental building blocks 

of matter are all essentially the same thing - they are vibrating strings, or energy forms. The 

various forms that we see on the surface (human, plant, mineral, etc) are a result of different 

frequencies of vibrations, which create different elements and structures that form building 

blocks for an infinite variety and diversity of life forms and living systems. But at the deepest, 

most fundamental level, all is one. Likewise, modern scientific studies have showed that the way 

we think, feel, and act as individuals actually affects the thoughts, feelings and action of others. 
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Likewise, groups of people thinking, feeling, and acting together creates a measurable influence 

in the surrounding population. This is scientifically documented and replicated. This points to 

an invisible, all pervasive field, or space in which life happens. Thus, if we think and act from the 

understanding that we are all interconnected and not separate, then it will make more sense to 

design systems that are holistic and uplift people and the environment without discriminating. In 

this way, its clear that Vedic science and permaculture design are complimentary. 

! The following chapters will go into depth about the major aspects of the site design, and 

discuss a strategy for implementing the design over time. All design features and decisions were 

made with regard to the permaculture ethic and Vedic science/Science of Creative Intelligence.

Key Principles 

The table below displays Permaculture principles and principles of the Science of Creative 
Intelligence - the application of Vedic understanding. I think the connections are obvious.

Permaculture Design Science of Creative Intelligence

Use and value diversity Harmony exists in diversity

Integrate rather than segregate The whole is greater than the sum of its 

parts

The problem is the solution; creatively use 

and respond to change

The field of all possibilities is the source of 

all solutions

Start with small-scale intensive systems, 

and use efficient energy planning 

Enjoy greater efficiency and accomplish 

more

Each important function is supported by 

many elements

Order is present everywhere

Each element performs many functions Every action has a reaction

Place components in relative location Life is found in layers

Maximize energy cycling Seek the highest first

Catch and store energy and obtain a yield Rest and activity are the steps of progress

Accelerate succession and evolution The nature of life is to grow
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Permaculture Design Science of Creative Intelligence

Use biological resources and produce no 

waste

Purification leads to progress

Design from patterns to details; Apply 

self-regulation and accept feedback

Thought leads to action, action leads to 

achievement, and achievement leads to 

fulfillment.

Use edges and value the marginal Knowledge is gained from inside and 

outside
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Defining the Whole
A HOLISTIC MANAGEMENT APPROACH

“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts” -Maharishi

“Defining the whole your management encompasses is critical because in doing so you are 

identifying who will form the holistic goal and what they will be responsible for managing. You 

can do this and still acknowledge that any whole you define includes lesser wholes and also lies 

within greater wholes, both of which will influence your management” -From, Holistic Management
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! For a permaculture design to be created and implemented, it needs to have buy-in from 

all involved. So defining the whole is a necessary first step in the permaculture design process. 

From there, the design process can ensue with respect to what (and who) is actually here. This 

particular format was taken from Allen Savory’s “Holistic Management” model. As new people 

come and go, new resources emerge and moneys become available, the whole will change. 

Knowing the scope of the whole at any given point in time will help inform and direct 

management decisions. I was able to define the whole pretty much on my own because I’ve lived 

here at the farm for a year and a half and have a decent sense of the resources in the city and 

surrounding area.  However, I consulted with the landlord to understand the full scope of money 

and resources available to us.

The Whole 

1) The stakeholders - Include anyone making day to day decisions at the farm, as well as those 

who have veto power

1) Jeffrey and Linda Hedquist and the current residents at the farm (James, Jessica, Jason, 

Jeffrey Savina, Emily, Angela, Zoe, Victor)

2) The resource base - The major physical resources from which you will generate revenue or 

derive support in achieving your holistic goal; all of the people who will or can influence or be 

influenced by the management decisions you make, but wont have the power to veto or alter 

them

The Land , including hayfields, prairie, woodland, wild plants and animals, pond, sun, 

wind, water (including rain and underground deposits), soil, clay

Greenhouse(s) and gardens

Existing tools, including accessible tools from the Sustainable Living Dept. and neighbors

Current pile of wood/building materials

Sustainable Living department knowledge base and students

Biodiesel co-op (fuel)

Applied Soil Technology (soil fertility)
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Bike Shop (tools, materials)

Workshop (machinery)

The network of permie, artistic and musical friends of decision-makers

Faith and the Sky Factory Permaculture Site

Molly Haviland and Jacob Isaacs and the SLC SEED Center

“Kelly’s Corner” on 4th and Broadway

Neighbors

Ron and Maricela Stackland

Donna Boughner

The Horses on Land

 Fairfield Farmer’s Market and its customers

 Everybody’s Whole Food Market

 Local Restaurants

 Fairfield NRCS

 Scott Timm and the Iowa State Extension Service

 Jefferson County Farmers and Neighbors

 Stan - equipment to do earthworks, ponds, and mow lanes in the prairie for burns

 Ian and Cody Montgomery - portable saw mill

 Iowa Department of Natural Resources, State Forestry Nursery

 Iowa State University Forestry Department

 Nick Campney - founder, “100 Trees.” Phone: 319-621-1852 Email: 

ncampney@gmail.com

 Brian Robbins - permaculturist and Sustainable Living Dept. part-time do-it-all staff. 

Started a nursery at Abundance Eco-village in 2010. 

Phone: 641-451-1187  Email: happyhomesteader@gmail.com
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 Avi Pogel - permaculturist and currently lives/works in TX. Started a home nursery and 

organized the annual fruit tree sale in Fairfield.

Phone: 641-919-6890 

Habitat for Humanity Pre Re-Store

3) Money - The sources of money available to you; include money that could be generated from 

the physical resources in the resource base.

Jeffrey and Linda’s savings and other investment capital, including their real estate in 

Libertyville

The back 40 acres for sale

Products from the garden and greenhouse(s)

Products from fruiting trees on the land, including  wild berry bushes 

Income from timber (fuel) of standing dead wood and trees on site.

NRCS cost-share high tunnel grant, and other grants from SARE (Sustainable Ag 

Research and Education)

Victor and Zoe’s $50/month lot rent

Income from the hayfield and land in CRP

Tall grass prairie and wetland prairie seed (Local Fairfield market)
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Creating the Holistic Goal
STEP ONE OF HOLISTIC MANAGEMENT

“Quality of Life, forms of production, and future resource base goals have to be combined into 

one comprehensive, holistic goal. Otherwise decisions could be made in support of one aspect, 

while damaging another.” from Holistic Management 

”The holistic goal is a goal that embraces human values and links them as one indivisible 

entity to economies and the environment.” -Allan Savory 

! The holistic goal is the manifesto; it outlines the vision, mission, and goals of the farm. In 

any good permaculture design, one must first get a sense of the clients’ needs and desires. In this 

case, the clients are not just the landlords, but include the entire group of stakeholders. Since the 

current members of the farm are much more transient than the landlord, new residents will arrive 

and become stakeholders. I did my best to represent the generations of student-members that 

came before me, so that the wisdom and lessons of past experience would be represented in the 

current group. According to Alan Savory, creating the holistic goal is the most difficult and time-

consuming aspect of holistic management. I went about drafting a holistic goal for the farm based 

on my understanding from being at the farm and getting to know the landlord’s values as well as 

past and present members. Then, I called a meeting to bring everyone together and had each 

person take time to write down what they felt was the purpose of Prairie Song Farm, what ideal 

qualities of life they envision having here, and what forms of production would be required to 

bring about those qualities of life, then finally what the future resource based would need to look 
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like for their values and vision to be fulfilled long into the future. This took about an hour. Then 

we all shared what each had written, and I took all their notes and synthesized the holistic goal 

below later that week. As time goes on the group should revisit what was created and adjust or 

revise as needed so that it most accurately expresses the true desires of the whole. 

! My design will be based on the holistic goal that was formed by the current group, as well 

as the intelligence of the land (as much as possible). So future members will need to be aligned 

with the vision, mission, and goals set herein. This will give Jeffrey and Linda (landowners) 

something consistent as they deal with high turnover among residents.  Included in the holistic 

goal below is also an acknowledgment of the changing nature of things, and a willingness to 

change guidelines and systems according to new information and conditions. If at any point, the 

values and vision of the whole do change, this document should be revisited and revised 

accordingly so that it remains meaningful and useful. So long as it is current and/or relevant, this 

document can be used as a measure for potential partners or new members to see if their values 

and goals are aligned with those at the farm. It can and should also be used by current members 

to help assess potential new members, new projects and activities. As new members outlast old 

members, the farm may find that no current member actually participated in this process of 

forming the holistic goal (besides the landlord); when this happens, I suggest reviewing the 

holistic goal as a group to make sure it still resonates. It is only valuable as a living document. 
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The Holistic Goal

There holistic goal contains four primary sections: Statement of Purpose, Quality of Life, Forms 

of Production, and Future Resource Base. Each section builds on the next, and descriptions of 

each section are given briefly next to each heading title. 

Statement of Purpose - The overarching mission 

	 To build a resilient community that provides opportunities for people to learn how to live 

in harmony with each other and the cosmos.

Quality of Life - A description of how we want our life to be, in the context of 

the farm, based on what we most value

! Life at the farm is latent with an underlying peace and fosters harmony in diversity. We 

live together honestly, passionately, and creatively in community. Our work is inspired by our 

individual passions, yet contributes toward a shared purpose. We want to develop an 

infrastructure and landscape that generates long-term food self-sufficiency, energy and water 

independence, and economic abundance; this involves commitment to necessary systems of 

organization to maintain what is developed, revising systems as needed to respond to changing 

conditions and new information. We want to share the lessons and opportunities from the farm 

to the community of Fairfield and beyond. And we want to help build a place where future 

generations can grow up naturally, comfortably and without fear.

Forms of Production - What we have to produce to fulfill the purpose of Prairie 

Song Farms and create the qualities of life that we desire

1. Community celebrations and activities that foster community spirit

2. An environment that is open to art, music, dancing, social gatherings, and other aspects of 

life that generally promote richness, creativity and fun

3. Comfortable, functional, and energy efficient dwellings

4. Renewable energy for electrical needs, and load calculations for existing structures

5. Plants for food and medicine, and care taking guidelines to support their growth and use
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6. Food processing and storage space 

7. Systems of organization that support orderliness and maintenance of community spaces and 

equipment

7.1. Community kitchen use

7.2. Living room and porch use

7.3. Tools use

7.4. Trash and recycling protocol

7.5. Greenhouse use

8. Methods of communication to help us harmonize our activities, including systems of 

accountability for project planning/implementation/maintenance

8.1. A project proposal form

9. Protocol for considering/accepting new members 

10. A budget for annual expenses or proposed projects

11. Safeguards against too much structure that would impede or discourage creative 

experiments

12. A practical knowledge base to share with the community 

13. A living library of contacts, neighbors, friends, products and service providers in the 

community (Action Plan, Google group)

14. An interactive website that exposes our purpose and activities to the world wide web, and 

high-speed web access that enables us to connect to people, places, projects and ideas that 

will help support the purpose of PSF

15. Documentation of the process (videos and blogs on the website) to share with future 

members and others who will benefit from learning from our process (successes and failures) 

***NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE, ONLY FEEDBACK!***
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Future Resource Base - how it must be many years from now if it is to sustain 

what you have to produce to create the quality of life you want.

People 

! We are a notoriously fun and creative bunch to be around. Our diverse personalities and 

interests attracts a diversity of people, friends and partners who want to work, play and 

collaborate with use. Our reputation evokes a sense of interest because of the innovative nature 

of the farm; our reputation also evokes a sense of respect and emulation for our work ethic, 

creativity and integrity. Several people live and work at the Farm full-time, providing consistency 

and experience to oversee the implementation of a master plan. The people at the Farm are 

nourished by abundance from the land, and find great ways to support themselves financially, 

materially, and spiritually.

! Prairie Song Farm is strongly benefitted by the influx of people in Fairfield and students 

at MUM, which infuse the community with creative energy and resources; our connection with 

students and faculty at MUM inspires collaboration with university departments to support 

mutual goals.

Land  

! The gardens are fertile and resilient, and provide ideal habitat for beneficial 

microorganisms and insects, as well as invisible devas and spirits of the land. The gardens serve 

as a teaching tool for low-input, low maintenance, high yielding food and medicine production; 

soils are de-compacted and aerated.  

! Grasslands are drought resistant and highly productive, mimicking the native oak-

savannah ecosystem while producing an abundance of food for the entire food chain - from 

microorganisms to animals to people. Soils are de-compacted, aerated, and free of erosion.

! Patches of woods are abundant in fuel, building materials, food and medicine, making 

use of microclimates and niche habitats to support wildlife and human life.

! Wetlands and valleys show now signs of erosion, and are filled with species that thrive in 

waterlogged conditions; biodiversity supports a healthy nutrient-cycle that makes optimal use of 

available water and food.
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! Prairies are filled with the highest possible diversity of native species, and are properly 

managed and burned for accelerated nutrient cycling and to prevent succession into shrub-land 

and wood land.

! The pond is stocked with fish and other elements of a healthy aquatic ecosystem; the 

water is clean and free of toxic contaminants so that people plants and animals can benefit from 

harmonious use of its elements.
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Observation 
Spring 2013

THE KEY TO APPROPRIATE DESIGN

“The end result of systematic observation is to have evolved strategies for application in 

design. A second and beneficial result is that we have come to know, in a personal and 

involved way, something of the totality of the interdependence of natural systems.” 

-Bill Mollison

! After living at the farm for almost 2 years I was confronted with how little I’ve observed 

when it comes to ecology and natural patterns and landscape features. I’ve been much more keen 

on the social and human dynamics of the farm. The permaculture design process calls for a 

synthesis of the two values (social and ecological) to provide analyses of their functional 

interactions. When I defined the whole it included a very broad overview of what exists here. This 

chapter exists to document as much detail as possible in order to get a thorough site survey. To 

do the site survey I drew on past memory and experiences of living on the land and walking the 

land, as well as knowledge of the site from former residents. I used internet resources to find 

information about climate and other elements that are not easily observed by the naked eye. The 

site observations are to be taken at face value. It is simply a collection of information, which will 

be put into more context during the Analysis and Assessment section. Rather than list all of my 

observations here, I will summarize my findings and focus on the areas that pertain to “Yeomans’ 

Keyline Scale of Permanence.” See Appendix 1 for detailed information from the site survey.
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!  “The scale of permanence is basic to site assessment because it helps solve problems of 

priority in the design of the farm landscape. The “Keyline Scale of Permanance” is an order for 

planning based on the relative permanence of the various items, which together make up the 

completed landscape.” (Yeomans) The scale is: 1. Climate  2.Landform  3. Water  4. Roads  5. 

Trees/Plant Systems  6. Buildings  7.Subdivisional Fencing/Fields  8. Soil. I’ve left 4, 6, and 7 

out for this chapter, and will discuss them more in the next chapter on Analysis and Assessment. 

I’ve added “Primary Current Land Use” and “The Human Element” into the observation section 

because they’re important considerations in the overall site design. 

Climate

! Southeast Iowa sits in the climate zone 5, moving toward zone 6 with trends of global 

warming and climate change (http://www.garden.org/zipzone/). Iowa lies in the humid 

continental zone and generally has hot summers, cold winters, and wet springs. Thunderstorms 

and tornadoes are common in the spring and summer months, though its been years since a 

tornado touched down in Fairfield. Annual average temperature is 50 degrees, with a normal 

daily max temperature of 86 degrees in July and average low of 17 degrees in January. The record 

low in the state is -47 degrees and the record high is 118 degrees. The state averages 166 days of 

full sunshine and 199 cloudy or partly cloudy days. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Iowa#Climate) 

! The prevailing winds in Iowa come out of the southeast and northwest, but significant 

winds also come from the south, southwest, west and north directions. It is the northwest winds 

which provide the greatest wind power potential. East and northeast winds, when they occur, 

provide the lowest wind power levels.

! On an annual basis, July and August are the lowest wind months. November through 

March are the highest wind months. The wind is more powerful during the winter because of the 

cold temperatures. When the temperature is low, air density is high. At high air density, the same 

wind speed delivers more air, and thus more power. In the winter time, much of Iowa has Class 4 

winds, meaning that this time of year is very good for wind power generation.

! Iowa has a good solar resource for energy, especially in the warm season, when it is less 

windy. Southeast Iowa calculates to have 4.5 sun hours, which is enough solar irradiance to make 

solar pv worthwhile. The hay-storage barn has a large south-facing rooftop that gets great sun 
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exposure for potential solar panel mounts, and the access road that runs from the western edge of 

the property to the east also has ideal sun exposure for capturing sun energy. 

Landform

! The site is defined by a main ridge with 7 primary ridges and their subsequent primary 

valleys, leading to a 12-acre wetland and little cherry creek at the lowest point. The creek runs 

west to east through the property. Two of the primary valleys run into a large pond. The primary 

ridges have north and northeast slopes, creating cool shady microclimates in the primary valleys. 

Water

! The annual rainfall in southeast Iowa is between 38-39 inches, mostly coming in the 

spring and early summer months, with drier weather in the summer and fall. (http://

www.currentresults.com/Weather/Iowa/average-yearly-precipitation.php) The current 

residents use rural water from the water treatment plant for faucet and shower use. There is a 

large pond low on the landscape, and the only other water catchment on site are two 55-gallon 

drums catching water off the south-sloping studio roof, and a 250 gallon industrial container 

collecting rainwater off the north-sloping  studio roof. The only well drilled on the property is 

tapping the pond water. The main house and hay-storage barn are both water runoff sources 

waiting to be tapped (collected). Earth works have been done to provide gullies for water 

infiltration into the wetland, and seasonal rains create seasonal water pools for wildlife and 

amphibians. Little cherry creek is also a seasonal waterway, fluctuating with the rainfall in the 

spring and drought in late summer. 

Plant Systems

! See Appendix 1 for a detailed plant list. 

Soil 

! The soil on site varies with the landscape; wetland prairie plants grow in the wetlands, 

trees and shrubs grow in the valleys, and clover and orchard grass grows on the ridges. These 

areas are distinct in ecology and have different affects on the soil, but the underlying parent 

material is the same (limestone), and the land is  heavy clay in all areas.The gardens beds have 

been built on heavy clay soil and de-compacted through double digging and fertilized with 2-3 
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inches of compost. The hayfields are mostly heavy clay, with a range of compaction between 

18-26 inches deep. The soil microbiology in the hayfields are predominantly bacterial, lacking 

the full range of components found in a healthy soil-food-web. The wetlands and primary valleys 

are not compacted, and I didn’t survey their soil composition. Samples were also taken from 

several areas of zone 2 (1 from the area of the matured apple and cherry trees, and the others from 

the current sheep paddock) and their composition and compaction levels were about the same as 

the hayfields. Samples were taken using a 6 inch soil core digger, and compaction was checked 

using a penetrometer. Samples were analyzed under the microscope at the MUM soil lab and in 

Dr. Elaine Ingham’s “Living Soils” class. 

! More information regarding the geology of the site and total mineral profile could help 

inform those who plan to establish new plant crops on the ridges and/or valleys. I regret not 

knowing initially to find the soil conservation maps that provide analysis and assessment of the 

original soils on site; this was advice from Rick Valley, the consultant. It would tell us if the land 

was originally suitable for growing crops, or if it was highly erodible and better suited for grazing 

land or conservation. We do know that corn was grown on the ridges and tile drains used to drain 

the current wetland area for growing grain crops. But I would recommend reviewing the original 

soil conservation service assessment, which could reveal more information about the geology as 

well. This information can be found in the Soil Survey of Jefferson County, through these links: 

Part 1: http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/manuscripts/IA101/0/jefferson1.pdf

Part 2: http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/manuscripts/IA101/0/jefferson2.pdf

Primary Current Land Use

! The land is used for a diversity of things, with a combination of social, educational, 

recreational, ecological, agricultural, and economic functions. Roughly 1.5 acres closest to 150th 

street houses 7 people in 4 structures, 2 of them permanent structures; this area is the primary 

site for experimentation for sustainable living student-renters; this area also includes a 2,000 

square foot garden and a 200 sq.ft. greenhouse. There are 3 other small cabins throughout the 

property that house residents, as well as a pond for recreational use and ecological benefit. The 

main ridge and primary ridges grow grass and clover for hay production. The primary valleys are 

wooded and provide corridor for wildlife, standing deadwood for fuel (wood-stove heat), and 

abundant hardwoods for harvesting timber. 12 acres of lowlands are designated as a floodplain 

and wetland prairie ecosystem. There are 4 other patches of prairie on the land. The land farthest 
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east is designated for the Conservation Reserve Program, and the land farthest southeast is being 

rented out as pasture for free-ranging horses. The southeast 40 acres is listed for sale.

The Human Element

“Don’t forget that people are a part of the ecosystem or living system that is being studied.” 

-Bill Mollison

! People are a big asset at the farm. The current dynamics allow for temporary residents to 

express creative freedom through self-directed work. There is a minimum requirement of 20 

work hours on site per person/month. The landlord encourages farm residents to do what 

inspires them, which is a big reason why people like living there so much. 20 hours/month is 

also a low demand, which keeps residents from feeling overworked considering other 

responsibilities, such as full time student status or being a full time parent. Residents develop 

camaraderie and mutual support for one another in a variety of ways. The shared (desired) quality 

of life stated in the holistic goal is a big reason for this mutual support and fellowship; current 

residents choose new residents by consensus, based on shared values and common interests. 

This keeps the farm population connected and coherent, and inspires group activities as well as 

respect for each other’s individuality. A common thread among members (and in selecting new 

members) is the desire to be honest with oneself and each other. Farm residents, especially those 

who share the main house, develop intimacy from living together and seeking lives of joy and 

authenticity. People support each other in becoming more connected with their whole selves, 

and this has created a culture that is very open, tolerant, and flexible. Its interesting to note how 

the fellowship and mutual support has extended even to those residents who live mostly self-

contained in cabins and pay a lot rent instead of work-trade. Lot rent costs $50/month and is 

kept for project funds. Even though these residents interact less with the rest of the group, they 

are accepted and loved as much as everyone else in the group. 

! Any activities or projects that fall under the umbrella of “sustainable living” or 

“permaculture” can be counted for project hours. This is very broad but residents understand 

that the work-trade is intended to further the development of the farm as a living example of 

sustainability, which keep activities purposeful. Still, this can be a vague measure, and residents 

often discuss with one another when they’re not sure if an activity is worthy of fulfilling the work-

trade agreement. 
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! All residents attend group meetings, which happen inconsistently, but roughly twice per 

month. The landlord attends meetings when agenda items require his deliberation or 

consideration. Proposed projects that require a larger budget than the project fund can cover are 

reviewed by Jeffrey for approval and to see if he would be willing and able to help provide the 

budget. Often, projects are completed through recycled and repurposed materials to save 

money, and sometimes residents will pay out of pocket to help fund projects that they really want 

to do. In general, projects are done with a sense of artfulness and skill, but not always with quality 

or craftsmanship. Sometimes projects lose momentum, as in the case of the herb spiral, and are 

left unfinished. The experimental nature of student-led projects has gone about in a “stream of 

consciousness” kind of way, where an exciting idea pops up, fits under the umbrella of 

sustainable living, and is thus undertaken, with more or less thought given to how it will relate to 

other elements working together as a whole. So far, mostly all of the projects have been low-

budget (under $1000) with the majority being under $100 so the risk-reward has been high for 

continued experimentation. Residents get a lot of satisfaction from trying new things and 

learning new lessons through the process; this is one of the things that often inspires residents to 

work well beyond the minimum 20 hour requirement.

! There is no clearly defined leader at the farm, and project leaders emerge on an ad hoc 

basis. Community space maintenance, cleaning, and trash/recycling removal is done 

spontaneously by those who want to. This tends to work well, except when certain people leave 

without delegating their normal role to someone else (i.e. feeding the sheep each morning, or 

taking the recycling into town when the bins get filled). The residents interact frequently, usually 

daily, so good communication enables this non-hierarchical, unstructured organization to work. 

However, in lieu of people with a high standard of cleanliness, clutter accumulates quickly and 

the community spaces get neglected. There is a general ethic of putting things back where you 

found them, but often times tools are left outside and not put back, and not everyone knows how 

to take proper care of work equipment. 

!
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Analysis and Assessment
DESIGN FEATURES BASED ON A THEME

Site design needs not a specialist approach, but rather a multi-disciplinary and bio-social 

approach that takes into account the effects the environment has on its intended occupants.” 

-From Permaculture: A Designer’s Manual

“Thought leads to action, action leads to achievement, 

and achievement leads to fulfillment.” -Maharishi

! The Maharishi quote above is directly related to this section because it explains why this 

section is so important. It also explains why it’s worth while. The permaculture design process is 

a VERY thoughtful process. At times I’ve felt overwhelmed by an inability to even think about the 

complexity that I’ve been trying to understand and organize. I’m also writing this paragraph after 

the entire chapter below was completed, so I’m looking at this final paper and how long it is and 

making sense of what the value is of all this thinking and analyzing and writing. But the SCI 

principle above explains why its necessary to even do a permaculture design plan in the first 

place. Regardless of the quality of our thinking, the ensuing action will be reflective of that. 

Thus, as I have often observed, the level of achievement and fulfillment (or unfulfillment) is 

dependent upon our thoughts and vision. A common saying in permaculture design is that we 

should exercise “thoughtful and protracted observation rather than thoughtless and prolonged 

labor.” So the connection between SCI and permaculture is apparent and directive. The lesson is 
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that if we want our actions to lead to profound achievement and fulfillment, rather than partial 

success and frustration, we (in this case) should do a thoughtful permaculture design.

! If this were a professional design proposal, this chapter would serve as the test to reveal 

whether or not I’m “worth my salt” as a designer. In the analysis and assessment stage, I’ll 

propose systems to implement based on all that I’ve come to understand about the site. I’ve come 

to realize that my analysis and assessment should focus on an overall layout and big picture 

vision. This is partly because I am a beginner designer lacking experience and have limited time 

to research all the specific design components in depth. The systems I propose are based on 

general site characteristics and are in service to the holistic goal. Details and specifics regarding 

each area or system is TBD by the land managers and residents working with the plan. For my 

analysis I decided to start by bringing out a theme for the site, which is complimentary to the 

holistic goal. The design components that follow should resonate with the theme. Following the 

theme, I went through the keyline scale of permanence to organize the flow of my analysis.  I 

added a section on “Cultural Aspects” and “Management and Economics” to analyze these very 

important considerations in the overall design. 

A note on the role of the Holistic Goal: 

! The third section in the Holistic Goal called “Forms of Production” creates a list of what 

has to be produced to fulfill the purpose of Prairie Song Farm and bring about the desired 

qualities of life. The role of the Holistic Goal is not to identify specific systems or components, 

just general forms. For example, in the Holistic Goal on page 19 the 4th form of production 

identified is renewable energy for electrical power needs - this was determined based on the 

desired quality of life where residents have environmentally friendly power source independent 

of a centralized production plant. Therefore, I have analyzed and assessed the most appropriate 

forms of renewable energy generation for the Farm. However, I simply did not have the time to 

analyze and assess each form of production in the Holistic goal to recommend a specific system 

or systems. That level of detail is beyond the scope of my project. I had my work cut out for me to 

simply help formulate the holistic goal, and get a grasp on the basics of the site. 

! I could not simply go through the list of “Forms of Production” and choose some 

systems that would match. I had to understand what the land would support, and then consider 

potential forms of production based on available resources, efficiency, intensity of management, 

etc. The Holistic Goal provided an important understanding of what the people desired, which 
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helped me filter through the land-appropriate systems to come up with the best choice. So for 

that reason I decided to use the keyline scale of permanence to organize the analysis and 

assessment below. Whereas the Holistic Goal helped me identify the constrictions of the clients, 

the scale of permanence helped me assess the constrictions of the land.  

Theme

! Based on the holistic goal and site survey of the Farm I discerned that the theme of this 

site is: Restoration, Regeneration and Resilience.

Restoration

The people on the land value the ecosystem services and productivity of healthy and thriving 

ecology. The investment in reconstructed wetland prairie on the land is a prime example of this. 

Based on previous wide-spread mismanagement of land on site and in the region there has been a 

major loss of habitat for the wildlife that are essential to a productive ecosystem. Thus, I’ve 

chosen the theme of restoration in response to the need for restoring wildlife habitat on the land 

to attract the web of plants, animals, insects, and soil ecology that provide ecosystem services and 

lessons about life. 

Socially, the theme of restoration applies to certain desired aspects of culture that have been lost 

in the industrialization and civilization of culture. The Prairie Song community is seeking to 

restore family values of loving, taking care of, and supporting each other, as well as certain 

aspects of communal living such as working, playing, and preparing meals together; they’re 

seeking to restore an earth-based culture and lifestyle that is in tune with the rhythms and cycles 

of the seasons.

Regeneration

In order to ensure a secure future resource base on the land, regenerative methods are needed to 

rebuild the productive capacity of the land over time. Over-harvesting has led to depleted fertility 

on the site and in the region. Regeneration is a byproduct of proper harvesting of yield. In 

permaculture, what we consider yield is only the surplus available after the plants, animals, and 

insects have had enough to sustain themselves. This maintains healthy populations of beneficial 

wildlife that cycle nutrients and keep pest populations in check. Long-term sustainable farm 

production must be regenerative by design. For example, burning prairie is a method used to 

return organic matter and carbon back to the soil to fertilize and support long term productivity. 

Current hayfield production is essentially mining soil nutrients without returning excess organic 
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matter, which is essential for long-term growth. Thus systems at the farm should be designed to 

provide at least enough for the needs of the ecosystem as a whole. Land managers can identify 

desirable species and propagate them in appropriate areas to support abundant populations and 

resources.  “Regenerative agriculture” methods are the recommended way to go at the farm, 

given sufficient managing capacity; these include keyline design, perennial forest gardens and 

orchard polycultures, as well as livestock integrated into systems to recycle nutrients and 

regenerate soil fertility.

Resilience

The theme of resilience has emerged in response to the precarious regional and national systems 

of energy and food production. The mono-culturing of the food system and dependence on fossil 

fuels are not long-term strategies nor diversified enough to withstand the test of time. So the 

Farm has chosen to mimic the model that nature has provided, whereby a diversity of species and 

systems are working together, running on contemporary sunlight, to produce more abundance 

and stability over time. These two permaculture principles are emphasized: “Each important 

function is supported by many elements”, and “each important element performs many 

functions.” This means that the farmscape at Prairie Song will display polycultural planting 

systems, and managers will need to craft a diverse portfolio of complimentary products and 

services to support the whole. 

Climate, Landform, and Water

Keyline Design

! Because of the seasonal drought, increasing on-site water retention is of primary 

importance. The whole site needs to be mapped to identify keylines, so that pond placement and 

subsoil plowing can be done correctly. Along with the keyline subsoil plowing, peppering the 

primary ridges with ponds will be the best way to hold surges of rain from spring and early 

summer to be available year-round on site. Keyline design is the recommended method for 

implementing this element. Mapping the keylines on the main ridge and primary ridges will also 

serve as the basis for identifying the most appropriate roadways, building placement, and 

planting patterns. The pond excavation will create ridges that can serve as roadways; traffic/flow 

patterns and planting patterns should be mapped out simultaneously to make use of water flow 

patterns throughout the site. This is the #1 most important step in the overall site plan. 
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! The first step is to ground-truth the topographical map that was obtained from satellite 

images; this will require people on the ground surveying the site and recording data to physically 

stake out important places and create accurate digital topographical maps. From there, the most 

appropriate pond sites will be determined and plans will be ready for when capital is available to 

fund the earth works. 

Resources for the survey/keyline/earthworks series of projects include:

•Jacob Krieger, Fairfield Greener Pastures Project - is a local project whose mission and 

purpose is to do keyline subsoil plowing for pastures in Jefferson County. Consult Jacob for 

the surveying, keyline design, and subsoil plowing.

•Stan Simmons - is an experienced excavator and the guy who dug the existing pond on site. 

Consult him for the earth works and ponds.

•40 acres land sale - is the suggested source of funding for the keyline project. Since the keyline 

design and water-resource is so valuable for everything else it justifies using this source of 

income to make it happen asap.

! Additional water retention methods include roof catchment from all existing structures 

and future structures. The two primary structures to take advantage of are the hay-storage barn 

and the main house. The average yearly rain runoff from the barn roof alone is about 76,000 

gallons, which can be stored by installing an underground cistern and a small keypoint dam; both 

of these storages would be very high on the landscape and could be used to irrigate the lower 

parts of zone 1 and 2 using gravity alone. An additional cistern would need to be buried by the 

main house to hold the runoff from the house roof, and could be utilized by residents as a 

drinking water resource. 

Renewable Energy

! Based on the wind and sun resources available on site, it makes sense to install solar pv 

and wind generators. Generous southern exposure on the hay-storage barn roof is a good 

potential place to install solar panels in the future. An advantage of mounting the panels on the 

barn roof is that the inside of the storage barn can provide a conveniently located shelter for a 

battery bank and control system, avoiding the cost of constructing an additional shelter. Another 

good potential place for solar panels is along the south side of the access road; this area has great 

sun exposure and is in good relative location to the hay storage barn. Another prime location for 
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capturing sun energy is on the south-sloping roof of the studio apartment. The studio apartment 

currently relies on electric-hot water to heat the space (through radiant floor tubing) and water 

for showers and cooking. Expenses during the cold months range between $180 -$200 per 

month for electricity. Installing solar hot water panels on the roof of the studio would capture 

available sun energy and reduce utility costs over the long run. 

! The main ridge that runs east to west along the access road is a good place for a wind 

turbine. It is a high point on the land, with clear exposure from trees in all directions. Specific 

location, sizing and financing still need to be thought out and planned for in terms of ROI. 

Soil, Plants and Animals

Fertility

! The gardens in zone 1 and 2 are growing intensively each year. A variety of composting 

methods should be maintained on an ongoing year-round basis. This will ensure a sufficient 

supply of potting mix for the nursery and to start seeds for the garden each spring. It will also 

provide beneficial microbes to plant in with new trees and shrubs, and to spread over newly 

formed garden beds. 3 of the 4 methods below are already working at the farm. Suggested 

methods include: 

1) “Elaine Ingham style” hot compost from scratch. 

2) Worm bins, which can be kept in the basement in the main house to devour and decompose 

food scraps from the kitchen. I suggest using project funds to order more worms and set up a 

“flow through” stackable worm bin in addition to the large single bin in the basement.

3) Static piles, which can be used to bury and decompose “fistfulls” of food scraps at a time; this 

is an important alternative method to establish because the worm bin cannot handle all of the 

food scraps that are generated. And piling food scraps by themselves outside doesn’t work 

because it creates an anaerobic smelly fermenting mess.

4) Humanure, using human waste from composting toilets

! Plowing keylines and installing more ponds throughout the main and primary ridges are 

the most highly recommended soil fertility methods for this site. Adding more water holding 

capacity to the landscape increases microbial activity in the soil so that they can break down 

organic matter and recycle nutrients more rapidly, accelerating the formation of rich topsoil 
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humus. This process also mobilizes nutrients for plants to absorb, enabling them to grow 

significantly more during the driest months compared to fields without this absorption capacity. 

! Fairfield Greener Pastures Project (FGPP) is a student-led initiative founded by Jacob 

Krieger to provide regenerative agriculture services to enhance Jefferson County’s pastures and 

grasslands. The keyline plow that will be employed by FGPP will also hold a tank for compost tea 

or extract to inoculate the ridges with beneficial microbes during the keyline plowing. Thus, it is 

advisable for Prairie Song to develop the capacity to supply its own high quality compost extract. 

This will save hundreds of dollars for the initial application, and will be an asset for using 

throughout the site during the growing season. This would require no more than a good supply 

of finished compost (at least 50 gallons worth-by volume), and a 55-gallon drum or 250 gallon 

industrial tote to mix the compost in pure rain water (no city water! the added chlorine kills the 

beneficial microbes!). Consult Applied Soil Technology on MUM campus or Jacob Krieger and 

FGPP for a specific protocol. 

Gardens

! In permaculture we observe how everything gardens; in other words, everything feeds 

and is fed by everything else. Intensive annual gardens and perennial gardens in zones 1 and 2 

should mimic nature by never having bare ground. If annuals are pulled or perennials are 

harvested for their roots, seed should be broadcasted over bare ground to fill a niche that will 

otherwise be filled by unwanted plants. Otherwise, cardboard and mulch (straw, leaves, wood 

chips) should be laid down to retain moisture and provide food for the living soil. There are 

plenty of books that provide information about intensive organic gardening, so I won’t get too 

technical about “how to.”

! Zones 1 and 2 have great potential for increasing existing garden bed space. However, 

existing garden beds need more attention to be fully utilized. I propose a general garden 

philosophy that mixes annual and perennial plants, emphasizing annual and perennial herbs for 

direct-marketing to restaurants. Ample garden space can be left available for annual rotations of 

produce for farm members, and for community members who want to experience growing 

vegetables from seed and/or selling excess produce at the farmer’s market. Ultimately, I believe 

perennial polyculture-based gardens would be most successful for the farm because they require 

less attention once established after the first couple years. Established perennials are also less 

dependent on year-round inputs of time, attention, and sifted potting soil for starting seed, 
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weathering and transplanting annuals. Space should also be designated as a nursery in order to 

grow as many young trees and shrubs as possible from seed. This can save money from having to 

purchase all desired trees and shrubs from expensive nurseries.

! Suggestion to student-farm members: Use as much of the student garden space on campus 

as possible! This is an important part of your education and you need to take advantage of the 

available growing space to grow as much stuff as possible! Being engaged in the gardens on 

campus will inspire other students to participate and learn more, and it will enable you to reap a 

bigger harvest on top of the garden products from the farm. If you’re feeling industrious, team up 

with other students to grow some cash-crops together. The student gardens are generally under-

utilized and under harvested. You can help! Offer to help people tend their garden plots when 

they leave over summer; as plots add up, so will the bounty for good eats and surplus to sell at the 

market! Zach LaMountain might be a great student-ally in this way. He’s been interested in 

getting community gardens up and running to produce food to sell in the community. His phone 

number is 641-451-1319.

! The south-sloping ridge, which is currently a fenced sheep yard, is the most ideal for 

forest-garden establishment. Small swales or keylines could be created to catch and absorb 

rainwater runoff from the slope and run it more gradually across the land. Plants in the berms and 

swales can be simultaneously seeded, comprising nitrogen fixing trees, canopy nut trees, 

understory fruit trees, berry bushes, medicinal shrubs and nitrogen-fixing ground cover. As the 

system matures, vines can utilize tree trunks to grow vertically. Information and instructions for 

establishing the forest gardens can be found from experienced teachers such as Geoff Lawton 

(0nline demonstration videos), Dave Jacke (theory, plant information in “Edible Forest Gardens, 

Vol 2.), and Eric Toensmier (“100 Perennial Edible Plants” book).   

Here a few key plants that I believe are excellent choices for focusing on in the gardens:

! 1) Tulsi - this is an herb in the basil family, native to south India. This plant thrives in hot 

sweltering heat and does extremely well in Iowa. Tulsi is a perennial bush in south India, but 

does not survive the Iowa winter. A microclimate could be created in the greenhouse during 

winter with extra row covers and hot compost piles to attempt a perennial tulsi on site. Tulsi 

leaves are harvested fresh and used as a medicinal culinary herb, eaten raw in salads, and 

especially dried for a very valuable medicinal tea. There is a niche market for this product in 

Fairfield because people here are familiar with its medicinal benefits, often recommended by 
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Ayurvedic doctors and herbalists. In Vedic culture in India, almost every household grows this 

plant in pots in and regard it as a sacred, auspicious plant. I have personally sold the leaves by the 

handful at the Fairfield farmer’s market and sold out every time. Tulsi plants could also be sold in 

small pots, and anything that’s not sold fresh can be dried and sold at a premium price for bulk 

tea. Benefits of a tulsi garden would also come simply by having the plant growing in high 

quantity at the farm. Farm members would be able to enjoy its medicinal, nutritional, aeromatic 

and spiritual qualities. There are 3 main varieties of tulsi: Rama, Krishna, and Vana. Rama and 

Krishna tulsi are touted as most supremely medicinal, however, it is Vana that grows best here. 

Krishna and Rama can be difficult to start by seed, and the Farm already has a generous quantity 

of Vana tulsi seed saved from previous years where is has grown very abundantly here. If Krishna 

and Rama tulsi plants are successfully started by seed, I would recommend selling them in small 

pots for a premium price.

! 2) Basil - many varieties of basil grow easily and abundantly. This is also an annual plant 

in Iowa. I don’t need to say much about the value or uses of this plant, but I especially 

recommend growing it in bulk in the gardens to sell fresh by the handful at the market and 

directly to the many restaurants in Fairfield who use fresh basil in pizza and other recipes such as 

pesto. Restaurants have already expressed interest in buying fresh local basil, and in my 

experience selling fresh basil leaves at the Fairfield farmers market we sold out every week. 

People love fresh basil!

! 3) Asparagus - This is a supremely delectable and nutritious perennial vegetable. It 

grows very well in Iowa and is one of the first sources of fresh vegetables in the spring. 

Establishing large patches, or even a whole garden for asparagus alone would provide a 

nutritious perennial crop for consumption at the Farm and a high value product to sell down the 

road when the crops have matured to produce an over-abundance. Additionally, if there were an 

area dedicated to asparagus it could also double as a chicken yard, since chickens don’t like to eat 

asparagus, and would eat everything else that might otherwise outcompete this choice crop. 

Another benefit to growing asparagus is that it lives a long time, often more than 20 years, as is 

evidenced by the existing asparagus patch that has been productive at Prairie Song Farm for over 

25 years!

! 4) Comfrey - this plant is vigorous and highly productive; it dynamically accumulates 

nutrients, which can be returned to the soil and made available to other plants by chopping and 

dropping the leaves at the end of the growing season. Piles of comfrey leaves are also known to be 

prime real estate for beneficial insects to nest in over winter. Comfrey acts as a barrier keeping 
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grass out of the garden. It divides and multiplies, so if left unmanaged it could move into prime 

growing space. However, this plant is so valuable as a fertilizer and mulch plant that it should be 

planted around the entire perimeter of every garden patch. Comfrey leaves can also be dried and 

used as a potent medicinal tea. Establishing a strong population of comfrey plants on site will be 

invaluable to future establishment of tree crops, because they can be transplanted to create a 

perimeter around the tree reducing competition from grass and providing a chop-and-drop 

solution to mulching trees at the end of each growing season

! 5) Yarrow, Chamomile, Stinging Nettle, Valerian, Horsetail, Oak bark - These are the 

common ingredients used for biodynamic preparations. Yarrow, Horsetail, Oak trees, and  

Nettles already grow on the property. I would suggest propagating yarrow, chamomile, valerian, 

and nettle near the garden according to the biodynamic calendar so they can be conveniently 

harvested and used for biodynamic preparations. Horsetail grows abundantly by the pond and 

prefers wet feet. Oak is best kept out of the garden. No published scientific data exists to my 

knowledge that validates the effectiveness of biodynamic methods. However, I believe that 

biodynamic methods bring auspicious and supportive energies to the farm; in my experience, 

following the biodynamic calendar for cultivating seeds and transplants makes gardeners more 

aware of the presence of the energy dynamics and relationships between planets and the sun. 

Employing biodynamic methods support aspects of the purpose of the Farm and desired quality 

of life stated by members in the Holistic Goal. 

Nursery

! This is a must-have component for any site practicing permaculture. For a site as large as 

the Farm, populating the ridges with trees and forest gardens will be cost-prohibitive unless the 

Farm sources a large percentage of its own woody species. I do not know much about nursery 

infrastructure or function, so I would recommend consulting 3 people in particular who have 

experience starting nurseries and growing trees for permaculture sites:

1) Brian Robbins - permaculturist and Sustainable Living Dept. part-time do-it-all staff. Started a 

nursery at Abundance Eco-village in 2010. 

Phone: 641-451-1187  Email: happyhomesteader@gmail.com

2) Avi Pogel - permaculturist and currently lives/works in TX. Started a home nursery and 

organized the annual fruit tree sale in Fairfield.

Phone: 641-919-6890  
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3) Nick Campney - founder, “100 Trees.” His mission is to repopulate Jefferson County with 

trees. Phone: 319-621-1852 Email: ncampney@gmail.com

Tree Crops

! The site as a whole is very well suited for growing trees. Existing acreage of primary 

valleys and lowlands on site already provide an abundance of standing dead-wood for firewood. 

Existing trees also provide habitat for a range of important species of birds and other animals, 

and produce an abundance of food resources from nut trees. Existing stands of hardwoods can be 

selectively cut and used for building materials as posts and milled lumber. Existing species of 

cherry and mulberry can be grafted onto using varieties that produce high quantities of fruit. 

! I agree with the recommendation by Rick Valley to grow trees on the available ridges that 

are currently in hay production. 3 of the 4 primary ridges have a north-facing slope, which serves 

as protection from late frost, which kills premature flower buds on fruiting trees. Following a 

pattern of contour lines, a mix of trees can be planted for short and long term uses. Short term 

(5-10 years) benefits of trees include coppice and pole timbers, food (flowers) for honey bees and 

other pollinators, fruit, nuts, and pods for animal fodder and human consumption. Long term 

investments will yield a major resource of wood for fuel (firewood), as well as high-value timber 

and extremely hardwood for tools such as mallets and axe handles. Trees can be planted with 

proper spacing so the first decade or more of their growth will still allow for the hayfields to be 

cut and harvested. Ultimately, populating the ridges with trees will make better use of the water 

resource than the hayfields and be more productive in the long term. Adding trees will also 

enhance the nutrient cycle on the ridges by adding organic matter each season from dead leaves; 

this is a regenerative quality of adding trees. Short term gains from the hayfields won’t be lost, 

but long term food and material security will be raised, thus building resilience in the system.

Here is a short list of highly recommended trees for agro-forestry, with demarcations for their 

productive market value. F(fruit) T(timber) T+(especially good timber) N(nut) H(honeybee food)

Name Uses Name Uses

Persimmon F, T+ Hickory N

Paw Paw F Black Locust H, T+

Walnut N, T+ Honey Locust T+, pods for fodder
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Name Uses Name Uses

Pecan N, T Linden/Basswood H, T, edible leaves

Chestnut N Dogwood T

Mulberry F, T Burr Oak T

Apple F Cypress, Willow Great for Raptors

Asian Pear F Cottonwood, Birch, 

Crab Apple

Great for Birds

Hazelnut N Aronia F - wine, medicine, 

and bird food

Wildcrafting & Wildlife

! One of the most important lessons I learned from walking the land with Rick Valley was 

the value of available food, fiber, and fuel already existing on site. Zone’s 4 and 5 house abundant 

stores of wild fruit and nuts, standing dead wood, and harvestable fiber plants. With more 

knowledge and cultural capacity, the farm could benefit from propagating and managing existing 

agroforestry resources. Many of the plants growing in the wetlands and along little cherry creek 

are subject to seasonal flooding and poisonous agricultural runoff from neighboring farms. 

Before considering these plants as safe and edible, the soil in the wetlands and along the creek 

should be tested for contaminants using USDA organic certification contaminant tests.

! Since everything gardens, it is important for farm managers and members to understand 

the benefits of valuing the marginal and doing things to create habitat for wildlife. Marginal 

things like bird nests and forest understory plants are worth paying attention to. For example, 

understory plants in the forest can hold a significant percentage of micronutrients and cycle 

nutrients in the forest floor very quickly. Maximizing understory production can lead to quick 

returns. Use the Peterson field guide for bird nests to learn which birds are on the land during 

the winter, when nests are easy to see. Propagate and encourage plants growing along field edges 

to engineer natural barriers and walls to maintain paths; birds will also love them. Plant to 

provide habitat for specific birds that will eat the insects you don’t want. Jessica, a current Farm 

member, is preparing to establish a bee sanctuary and build hives for honey bees and houses for 

other pollinators and bats. This is an excellent project and very appropriate for the site.
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! Encouraging diverse and abundant wildlife habitats will support rarer predatory species 

like owls that will keep mole and rodent populations in check. You will thank them when they 

pick moles and groundhogs out of the garden! Thousands of dollars can be spent on high-

maintenance grafted varieties of edible plants, creating lots of work and pressure to keep them 

alive, but I believe it is wise to be patient and learn as much about the value of what is already 

present before deciding on large-scale plantings. 

Here is a small table of some wild plants abundant on site and their uses:

Plant Potential Use

Morel Mushroom Very delicious, nutritious and high value mushroom; find 

them near dead elm trees ;)

Hawthorne graft on pear types

Dog Bain strip bark for a very strong high quality fiber (string, rope, 

etc.)

Cattail edible tubers and tails steam-cooked

Wild Oregano perennial herb and medicine found in the wetland

Black Walnut edible nuts

Blackberry, Raspberry, 

Gooseberry, Mulberry

edible berries, gooseberries can be propagated to attract 

beneficial organisms

Canary Reed Grass Cut as bedding for chicken coops and other animals; good 

food for chickens if it has gone to seed

Willow and Basket Willow Propagate in wet areas for beavers and propogate “Amena 

Colony” variety for great basket-weaving branches

Cypress, Willow, 

Cottonwood, Birch, 

Crabapple

Propagate for raptors and bird habitat

Smilax aka Saspirilla big root, great medicinal

Dandelion Greens and Root Liver-cleansing medicinal tea, nutritious raw salad greens, 

and steamed!
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Agroforestry Guidebook - This would essentially be an action plan for using the products specific 

to the forest gardens and orchard polycultures on site as well as the lesser managed ecosystems in 

zones 4 and 5. Rick Valley suggested doing this for the site since there is such a great diversity of 

useful plant-resources on site. An agro-forestry guidebook would be created over time as people 

learn about the land and work with its products. This could be a research project for an ambitious 

student, or a project for a land manager to undertake as he/she works on the site over time. Also, 

this guidebook would be a strategic component for making full use of broad-scale polyculture 

plantings on the primary ridges. It would also be a component that would fulfill the forms of 

production #5, #12, & #15 listed in the Holistic Goal.

Livestock

! There is no doubt that animals are a necessary part of the Farm. The value of grazing 

animals extends beyond their flesh or eggs for eating. Grazing and foraging animals can harvest 

their own food and return nutrients back to the soil very quickly (manure), adding natural 

fertilizer to the land. When larger animals such as cows or sheep are grazed in rotation, they can 

be managed to accelerate and enhance growth of pastures. Other animals, such as chickens, 

goats, or hogs, can be used to clear out overgrown areas of brush or forest in order to establish 

another system like a forest garden. So animals do work, cycle nutrients, and provide food and 

companions for humans. However, managing animals can be intensive and costly. And I don’t 

recommend adding livestock without a knowledgable full-time manager to care for them and 

make them worth the money for food and inevitable vet bills. 

! One key element that I do propose however is chickens. After weighing the pros and 

cons of how to manage chickens, where to keep them, etc., I’ve concluded that it would be most 

effective to build a chicken coop on wheels, that could be easily pulled by one strong person or 2 

people of average strength. The size of the flock would be determined by the weight/sq.ft. of the 

coop. In other words, the coop would house as many chickens as would be easy to pull around 

zones 1 and 2, considering the existing slope. Then, a light-weight movable electric fence can be 

set up to create temporary areas for them to forage for food for several days until they’ve eaten up 

the food supply in that area. Pathways in zones 1 and 2 would enable the coop to move around the 

property and access many areas where they could rotationally forage. Managers would need to 

clip their wings though, so that they do not fly out of the penned area. Clipping wings does not 

harm the hens, it is as simple as holding the chicken while another person trims the ends of the 
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feathers. This system has been shown to work well and I have enjoyed delicious eggs from hens 

that “free ranged” in this way. 

Aquaculture

! I don’t know a lot about aquaculture but I’m throwing it in here at the last minute to 

consider for the existing pond and future ponds. Why not stock them all with delicious fish! 

Sepp Holzer has modeled some wonderful systems of aquaculture that provide his kitchen and 

his local market with an abundance of delicious fish. Jeffrey (Savina) is currently installing an 

aquaponics system in the small greenhouse. This is a good system to add diversity to the forms of 

food production. Aquaponics systems are also beautifully engineered to recycle nutrients in a 

closed-loop system. It would be a very small-scale system but a nice demonstration for the 

community and for rotating members to gain experience. 

Buildings, Roads and Subdivisions

Access and Circulation

! The property is currently divided informally by land type, contour, and plant type. The 

ridges are planted in grass and clover for hay, the valleys are wooded, and the wetlands are in 

prairie grass for conservation. These areas are not divided by fences. One permanent fence exists 

to define the southern property boundary line; this fence runs parallel along an unpaved access 

road that extends from the westernmost end of the property to the back 80 acres in zone 5. The 

south 40 acres in zone 5 have permanent fencing, dividing the square into two halves, serving as 

pasture for horses. Besides the access road, vehicle access is limited to the ridges and wetland. A 

clear pattern of access has been identified in zones 1 and 2, so that materials can be loaded and 

unloaded for/from the garden,  woodshed, and greenhouse.

!  Patterns of vehicle access need to be established for the entire property based on 

keylines so that the resources (timber, coppice, etc.) can be easily moved from lower parts of the 

property to the living and working areas in zone 1. The ideal access roads would serve multiple 

functions, as pathways for towing and harvesting resources/yields, as walking or biking pathways 

for tours and recreation, and as a pattern for planting tree crops or hedgerows. Functional and 

sensible road patterns need to have a low grade, so as to avoid steep uphill or downhill paths. 

Establishing a good road pattern will enable land managers to harvest yields in zone 3 and 4 that 
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are currently accessible only by foot. See the prezi online or in pdf form to see proposed access 

routs and earthworks on the map.

Workshop and Storage Space

! A detailed list of existing buildings can be found in Appendix 1. The current 

infrastructure is not well organized in relative location to each other, greenhouse space for 

season extension is very limited, and there is not enough covered storage space for firewood, 

lumber, tools and equipment. The woodshed and toolshed will be relocated to the north side of 

the main house. The current toolshed is in decent shape, and could become part of a new 

structure off the north side of the house that serves as a storage space for lumber, carts and bikes, 

as well as an outdoor workshop space for projects. Given the amount of standing deadwood and 

increasing need for firewood, dry wood storage space is key. A passive solar wood shed should be 

included into the plan to account for future harvest.

Community Space

! The area currently occupied by the toolshed and wood shed is better suited as a 

community space. It is shaded from the hot southern sun side by 3 trees and has a cozy feeling. It 

falls in relative location to a high traffic area between the studio apartment, greenhouse, main 

house, and gardens. The community space should be designed by those who will be using it, but 

some key potential features could be: A covered space functional as an outdoor classroom for 

yoga classes, workshops, or PDC classes; food processing space for washing and sorting fresh 

fruits and vegetables for market; outdoor kitchen and barbecue area for community cooking; fire 

pit for social gatherings; more garden beds for shade-loving herbs, flowers, and veggies. 

Greenhouse & Food Storage

! The Farm received a cost-share grant for a seasonal high tunnel up to 2200 square feet. 

The contract was signed to accept the grant and so the Farm has until March 2014 to purchase 

and build the high tunnel. The optimal location for the greenhouse is just east of the proposed 

community space area; this location is most ideal because of its relatively level ground, 

minimizing grading/earthworks, but would also be slightly earth-bermed in the north-west 

corner adding partial protection from the harshest winter winds. The southern entrance of the 

greenhouse would be right along a vehicle access way, which would be convenient for loading 

and unloading materials via truck or cart. The greenhouse would be positioned for excellent east 
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and south sun exposure, and would not block the excellent view of the rolling hills that is often 

enjoyed from the porch of the main house.

! The cost-share grant specifies that the greenhouse must be purchased as a manufactured 

kit and assembled according to manufacturer’s specifications. A specific size and type of kit has 

not yet been selected, but a the following recommendations should narrow down the options: the 

greenhouse should be “gothic” style; this style sheds snow more effectively in the winter, taking 

pressure off the roof and averting roof damage or tears from extra weight in the winter time. The 

greenhouse should have roll-up sides that can be raised and lowered by hand and end vents to 

enable passive greenhouse ventilation and avoid the need for electric fans. Dimensions for the 

space enable a greenhouse up to 70 ft long and 30 ft wide, which would not exceed the 2200 sq ft 

available for cost-share. 

Recommended source for high tunnels (ships from Ohio): 

http://noltsproducesupplies.net/

Manufacturer based in Iowa:

http://www.growerssupply.com

! With increased growing capacity from the greenhouse comes increased need for food 

storage. A walk-in cooler is a common choice among small farms growing lots of fresh produce; it 

allows for bulk storage that keeps the produce fresher longer, and enables food to be harvested 

days before market without wilting during on hot summer days. However, walk-in coolers are 

very expensive and take large amounts of energy to run and keep cool. To avoid the energy cost I 

propose a hybrid walk-in cooler/root cellar, which would be earth-bermed into the side of the 

hill immediately north of the studio in zone 1. This room could be kept at effective refrigerating 

temperatures year-round from geo-thermal air circulation using no electricity. This unit could be 

located just north of the studio apartment, where the ground level raises approximately 5 feet 

from the pathway; it would also be in a direct line on a pathway from the proposed site of the new 

greenhouse entrance and processing space, making for easy access with a cart or by hand.

! The existing greenhouse is small but has been productive growing tomatoes in the 

summer and lettuce in the spring and fall. It is currently being retrofitted to house the small 

aquaponics system, and so its worth thinking about its ideal function. While there are very nice 

permanent beds, I think the greenhouse would be best utilized as a space to start seeds in flats. I 

envision the outer perimeter of the greenhouse with fold-down table tops with screens on them, 
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so they can hold flats with seedlings. Currently, there is not enough room at the farm to start 

seeds indoors. And since the new greenhouse grant guidelines prohibits anything but direct 

planting in the ground, I suggest retrofitting the old greenhouse to maximize tabletop space for 

holding flats. Of course, the permanent beds could still be productive growing plants, and the 

aquaponics  system would be working as well. 3-in-1...stacking functions!

Jeffrey and Linda’s House

! Jeffrey and Linda, land owners, are in the process of moving to the farm to co-exist and 

live on the land full-time with the residents. They want a house of their own, in relative location 

to the gardens and zone 1, but maintaining space and privacy for their home businesses and 

personal lives. The area most suited for this site is on the primary ridge north of the main house, 

overlooking the pond to the east. The details of house construction and landscaping plan is TBD 

based on available funds from selling their current house. However, the proposed site on the 

ridge north of the house fits into the overall site plan because there is driveway access from 150th 

street, and the slope would allow the house to be bermed into the hillside for energy efficiency. 

Given the inevitable noise from student activity and social gatherings, their house would be uber-

insulated for energy efficiency and to reduce outside noise. Trees and shrubs can be planted to 

block unwanted sight lines and provide private nooks, and pathways can be created to integrate 

their house with the rest of the community.

The Main House

! Given that this is the central zone of activity for work-trade renters, attention should be 

given to the value of remodeling. Some funds from Jeffrey and Linda’s house and land sale in 

Libertyville should be used to remove the mold-contaminated west porch area, and two 

bedrooms should be added in its place. Given that the community kitchen, bathroom and living 

room areas are directly connected to this permanently unusable porch-area, replacing it with 

bedrooms would make use of available space to expand living quarters for the community, thus 

increasing the labor force. At the same time, money should be spent on an energy efficiency 

consultant to propose cost-effective ways to remodel the house for optimal efficiency and passive 

solar gain. Advice from Rick Valley says that this is worth the processional price and would factor 

in ROI.

Building Zones

! The idea of building zones came up during the consultation with Rick Valley. As systems 
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begin to produce yields and the community of people grows, thought should be given to where 

the best places are for new residences, as well as potential work buildings to manage future 

products from the broad-scale site. From this, two zones were identified: a work zone and a 

housing zone. 

! The work building zone is an area that would be designated for future buildings to house 

livestock, tractors and big equipment, processing facilities, farm-stand, or buildings for 

unforeseen future work needs. The most appropriate place for this area is along the ridge 

adjacent to the hay-storage barn. This area, including the barn, is about 35,000 square feet 

where new structures could be placed without too much ground leveling or tree removal. The 

space is immediately accessible to both 150th street and the existing access road, making it an 

easy place for big equipment or trucks to come and go. It is also visible from the highway, and 

thus convenient as a hub of transport to and from the Farm and Fairfield or towns further north.  

! The housing zone is an area that would be designated for future buildings to house new 

residents, interns, or visitors. The proposed site for this zone is on the ridge north of the main 

house, hugging the westernmost tree line. The strip of woods immediately north and west of this 

zone serves as a wind break from the harshest northwest winds, and a strip of trees southeast of 

the proposed zone offers some protection from the second harshest southeast winds. This area is 

easily accessible from 150th street, so that trailers, tiny-homes, or other temporary structures 

could pull in and park. Its important for the housing zone to be a convenient place for mobile 

homes and temporary structures, so that the capacity for people in the community can grow 

without violating zoning laws for permanent structures on the land. Pad-sites can be established 

to designate spots for mobile cabins, similar to a trailer park. The space on the ridge is 100-130ft 

long, which provides substantial room for more dwellings. If the farm community decides to 

build more permanent cabins, this housing zone would also be the place for those. This zone is in 

relative location to the main house and gardens, with easy walking pathways into zone 1. It also 

offers some privacy to people living there, since it is out of the main sight lines of the highest 

activity areas of the main house in zone 1.
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Cultural Dimensions

Guiding the Sustainability Junkyard 

! One thing that Rick Valley pointed out is the tendency for well-to-do workers to create 

things that don’t last very long. Often in permaculture farmsteads, with interns and residents 

exercising creative freedom, people get excited about a project or an idea and then build it 

without much thought given to the life-cycle of the materials or how it will function as part of the 

farm organism. The consequences come later on after they’ve left, when other people are left 

with a deteriorating and unwanted mess to clean up. He called this the challenge of managing the 

sustainability junkyard. To remedy this, there needs to be a culture of tenacity, persistence, 

craftsmanship in projects. I noticed how the presence of experienced leaders and elders inspires 

good work and thorough planning. He suggested creating a project proposal form. See the next 

section on “Management and Economics” for more information about the project proposal form.

Community Space Guidelines

! These would be crucial systems of organization that support orderliness and 

maintenance of community spaces and equipment. There’s a book at the Farm called “Creating a 

Life Together,” which contains some exercises to help assist members in creating community 

space guidelines. I worked for a year as a Resident Assistant and community advisor for a 

residence hall of 400 people and from that experience I cannot express how important it is to 

establish some agreed upon rules cleaning and maintenence. After living at the farm for 2 years 

and working at other highly productive farms, I recommend these basic community space 

guidelines:  

1. Have a place for everything - marked and labeled

2. Put things back where you found them, don’t leave messes for others to clean up

3. Don’t leave tools outside - they’ll weather and be destroyed more quickly

4. “Leave no trace” as much as possible within 48 hours of using a community space. In other 

words, clean up after yourself, don’t let dirty dishes and clutter pile up. 
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5. Use a calendar for rotational cleaning of the bathroom and floors, so that filth doesn’t 

accumulate and to prevent a few people from bearing the burden of keeping things clean.

New Member Protocol

! The traditional way Farm members have considered and approved new members is 

simply by inviting them to spend more time hanging out and working with the group! Thats the 

most straightforward way for both parties to tell whether or not they’re a good fit. Feeling out the 

person’s vibe and character can be done by spending quality time together and sharing life 

stories. Its good to get a sense of how a person deals with conflict, how they communicate when 

they’re unhappy, etc. At some point before a decision is made, they’re invited to a farm family 

meeting to enjoy a meal with the whole group and give a chance for everyone to meet them and 

understand their intentions for wanting to be part of the crew!

! I also suggest using the holistic goal to calibrate potential new members have them think 

about their own purpose, desired quality of life, forms of production for their life, etc. Give 

potential new members a copy of the Holistic Goal to take home and read through so they 

understand the Farm’s mission; include an attached page for them to reflect and write out what 

their desired qualities of life are, and how interested they are in helping to produce the forms of 

production that the Farm has identified it needs. 

Community Celebrations 

! The farm is notorious for awesome celebrations. We love our friends and love to 

celebrate and dance and play music together around the fire. There have been a handful of 

occasions where farm member’s birthdays come around and birthday parties at the farm have 

been tremendous successes. I suggest continuing these birthday bashes. 

! Raging parties are not the only form of community celebration, and I recommend the 

group have as many potlucks and “workshop parties”as possible. A workshop party is a time for 

getting work done on projects, and many people from off the Farm can be invited to join in the 

fun! Everyone learns a lot and many hands make light work. Working together builds 

community. Workshop parties followed by dinner for everyone is also a great idea. Eating 

together builds community too. Consider starting an annual “harvest festival,” which would be a 

rockin’ workshop party for everyone to help gather a bountiful harvest from the garden, and 

bring their own products from their gardens. All the local farms and market gardeners could be 
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invited out to Prairie song for activities, and LIVE MUSIC. Joof, this is the music festival you’ve 

been dreaming of. Roast a local pig, local non-gmo corn on the cob, local watermelons, and some 

sweet live bluegrass bands and other feel-good country music - electrified and amped up. See if 

you can get The Pines to come play, they seem to be blowing up the scene, and even have some 

Iowa-native boys in their band. If you built it, they will come....

! I’d like to suggest something that I think would be a great service to the earth and to the 

people: Gatherings to celebrate the equinoxes, solstices, and other instances of seasonal changes 

and significant planetary positioning. I don’t know much about Earth-based ceremonies, but I 

understand that indigenous people would do this to keep the hearts and minds of the people 

aligned with the natural cycles of Earth in relation to the sun and cosmos. These celebrations 

were intentional about acknowledging how the energy was shifting at a given time. As a culture, 

we’ve lost the knowledge and culture that keep this Earth-spirit-wisdom alive. I envision the 

Farm being a place where this knowledge and community can come back to life. Think about 

biodynamic farming in the same vein; having “biodynamic gatherings” can be a way to get more 

people engaged and learning about biodynamic methods, and can provide more hands to spin 

water in buckets for hours while chanting, singing and filling the farm with good juju.

Management and Economics

“Economics of the future will inevitably be tied to yield judged on energy rather than monetary 

return. In the present economy, we waste energy to make money. But in the very near future, any 

system that wastes energy must fail.” -Bill Mollison

Management Strategies

! Considering the range of possible design considerations for this site has brought the lack 

of consistent management to light. Its clear that the farm would benefit from one or two full-time 

experienced and hard-working resident-managers. A lot has been accomplished with a transient 

population of residents; people who come to the farm are attracted for many reasons, but mostly 

contribute from a place of genuine inspiration to connect with the land, learn new skills, and 

contribute to something positive and meaningful. Self-directed, self-motivated people are in high 

demand, and the farm attracts these types of people. However, the current scenario has not 

attracted a long-term member (beyond a couple years) for several reasons: 1) The work-trade deal 

began with students, and as is the nature of students, we come play for a while and learn as much 
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as we can, graduate, then move on. 2) The opportunity to establish a livelihood at the farm has 

never been apparent, up to this point. 3) In the case of several former students who had a desire 

to stay and manage the land full time after graduating, neither the incentives nor ownership 

structure were not there to convince them that they could develop equity or assets, because the 

landlord holds full ownership of the land. I’m trying not to oversimplify these reasons, and I’m 

sure there are others, but these three things are apparently at play. 

! Current “management” at the farm is disbursed primarily because the people who come 

to live and work there are young and relatively inexperienced. Full-time students also have 

limited time to commit to daily chores. The managing capacity of individuals, many of whom take 

their first PDC course during the time that they are living at the Farm, is limited to specific 

experimental projects. This is all well and good and should continue, but a full time resident 

could enable the greenhouse and gardens to be much more productive, and could be a powerful 

agent for implementing and maintaining systems that pertain to the site master plan and long-

term goals. There must be a way to accommodate a couple full time residents who wish to take on 

significant responsibilities designing, implementing, and maintaining systems. 

! The ideal manager would be a skilled communicator and must be very interested in living 

in community. I see the studio apartment as an ideal location for a full-time manager. The main 

house is, in essence, a bunk house for student-residents and if a full time manager wanted to 

establish a livelihood and have a family with private living quarters, the studio would be well 

suited for that. Thankfully the studio is in zone 1 because the land manager needs to be centered 

in relative location to daily activities. 

! Legal structures could play a key role in attracting and keeping the ideal land 

manager(s). Rick Valley, who has lots of experience living and working with eco-villages and 

intentional communities, suggested exploring different ways the land could be held in a trust, 

such as a community land trust. This special type of trust makes it possible for house ownership 

without owning the land. Also, if the land lord dies the land would be designated for continuing 

to work toward the preconceived Holistic Goal. That way the rules support someone to work the 

land with a tenure and security. 

! With or without a full time manager, management strategies can be applied by current 

residents. An important caution that I received from Rick Valley was to guide the “sustainability 

junkyard.” Due to the high level of creativity on site, creative experiments can and do quickly 
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become heaps of trash that accumulate as incomplete or poorly constructed ideas. This leaves 

unwanted messes for others to clean up years down the road. With all excitement and enthusiasm 

for trying something new inexperienced residents don’t always follow through with the highest 

quality of work. Nor do they always have the forethought to consider how it will fit in or function 

within the rest of the farm organism. This happens on many farmsteads and permaculture sites 

where interns or residents exercise creative freedom, according to Rick. Thus, the Farm could 

benefit from working something into the governance that prevents this kind of situation. One 

idea is to require everyone to fill out a project proposal form. This would require proposed 

project leaders to think through the life cycle of the proposed new element; how much will it cost 

to build? How much will it cost to operate? What will be the impact on the current farm 

organism? What important functions will it support? What currently existing functions will it 

draw on for support? What type of maintenance will it require? For how long will it be designed 

to last? These questions could be put on a piece of paper and printed out to be available for 

anyone thinking of creating something. I recommend doing this before implementing any and all 

proposed elements in this report as well. Whoever will be building and managing anything at the 

farm needs to keep the big picture in mind. Though it might be slightly annoying, this type of 

requirement will help people practice thinking like a permaculturist - i.e. thinking in systems, 

thinking full circle. This type of requirement will also save time and energy down the road, 

because as we know, 90% of the energy and materials of a given system is decided in the first 10% 

of the process, or something like that.

Products and Marketing

! I’m thinking about products and marketing the way Mollison framed it in the quote 

above, yet also in the sense of today’s economic system, which is the system that we’re dealing 

with to try to implement this design plan. “The funny thing about sustainability is you have to 

sustain it,” said Ron Finley, urban gardner from south-central L.A., to a packed house at his 

TED talk about an urban garden project “...I ain’t talkin about no free shit, either...” I agree with 

Ron, our garden production should be capitalized on to provide income. Part of the long-term 

vision is for more people to sustain themselves from the products of the Farm alone. I know it can 

be done. The potential for yield on the site is so big, and the Farm can capitalize on these 

products. As Mollison points out, “The yield of a system is theoretically unlimited. The only limit 

to the number and type of uses is the information and imagination of the designer.” However, 

Mollison implores us to keep in mind, “The way to obtain a yield is to be conservative with 
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resource use, for energy, like money, is much more easily saved than generated.” So here are 

some ideas I like in order of immediacy based on my analysis of the situation:

Market Garden - With the addition of the new greenhouse, I believe there will be enough 

growing space to market herbs and veggies directly to customers in Fairfield. Having a presence 

at the local farmer’s market could be a great way to become more well known and strengthen 

networks within the local food community. However I recommend establishing business 

relationships with local restaurants and growing certain crops exclusively for them. Jessica has 

already surveyed many restaurants in Fairfield to see how much interest there is for this type of 

thing, and she confirmed that certain restaurants are wanting and willing to buy fresh local herbs! 

This would cut out the time and preparation that goes into weekly farmer’s markets, and simplify 

the cash crop operation to fewer plants. I believe select herbs, such as basil and tulsi, and others 

like parsley, mint, and “herbs de province” would create the most bang for the buck per square 

foot of garden space. 

Firewood - When Rick Valley was here he discussed the viability of gathering, splitting, and 

selling firewood from the land. His opinion is that this land is well suited for growing trees and 

that firewood is a very valid product from this site. A cord of wood goes for around $400, 

according to Jason, who was in the market for one to heat his cabin last winter. By my estimation 

of the standing dead wood throughout the property there are many potential cords of wood, 

which would produce thousands of dollars to help support a full time manager and also provide 

project funds. Admittedly, vehicle access around zone 4 would need to be improved to be able to 

make the labor worth while, which makes the road plan and keyline design even more important. 

The Farm should acquire a good mechanical wood splitter along with a small diesel powered 

vehicle to tow wood from zones 4 and 5 to zone 1. The operation could be powered by biodiesel 

made on campus by the Sustainable Living Dept.

Wildberry Alcohol - With the abundance of wild berries already producing in zones 4 and 5, 

seasonal harvest parties could provide berries for fermenting a value-added drinkable product, 

marketed through restaurants locally. Alternatively, berry harvests could be used to make pies, 

preserves and jams.

Annual Plant Sale - This is an idea that has proven to work in Fairfield. Avi Pogel, who started 

the annual sale, told me how to do it and encouraged the Farm to pick up where he left off. 

Establish a wholesale account with “Stark Brothers” Nursery to get high quality plants at a 
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discount. Then, order $10,000-$20,000 worth of fruit and nut trees and bushes (using credit/

loan or make it a crowd-funded event), and sell them to the community. This is a way to make a 

some money and get free plants!

Internships - With a capable manager an internship program could be developed, which would 

provide enough structure and guidance for people from anywhere to come and work and learn. 

MUM students could receive school credit to come and spend the summer at the Farm, which 

could provide tons of support and free labor to establish and maintain systems. 

Education - Providing internships for university students would also cultivate even more of a 

relationship with the university (and other universities around the state and region) out of which 

new collaborations can spawn. Branding Prairie Song Farm as a place of great hands-on learning 

could eventually be a source of income for paid classes, workshops and PDC courses.

Fruit and Nuts - In the 20 year+ plan, ridges currently in hay production will be covered with 

agro-forestry polycultures producing a variety of fruit and nuts. By this time, a community of 

people needs to be established to harvest these yields and store them for consumption (which can 

be viewed as profit, reducing the need to spend money for food at the store), and make value-

added food products to sell to the community. 

Timber - High value hardwoods will eventually mature and become extremely valuable for 

building and making tools, or selling to lumber companies seeking rare and valuable furniture 

wood. Certain fruit and nut trees, such as persimmon, mulberry, and black walnut will also 

become extremely valuable products after their fruit and nut production has ended.

Investment Capital

! Big elaborate plans with expensive implementation schemes should be met with caution. 

Especially for this site. Priorities should be set based on economic reality. Think of labor, cash, 

skill, and site resources as interchangeable energies. For example, if heavy earth-moving 

equipment is needed for an important project but is too expensive to rent, see if a neighbor or 

friend with the needed equipment could lend it in exchange for labor, skills, or resources that are 

abundantly available at the farm. A good permaculture site works by locating or trading for 

components locally or cheaply. If money is not available at a given point in time, creativity should 

always be on tap. Think about limits in terms of creativity rather than money. The problem is the 

solution
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! Nonetheless, key infrastructure will probably need to be paid for. Establishing ponds and 

other water catchment systems, building roads and access ways, and acquiring certain equipment 

will be worth the price. If money can be made available in a way that supports the establishment 

and long-term security of the project then it should be acquired and used! Here are some 

potential sources of investment capital, and how I think they would be well-used. Is “not enough 

money” actually the problem? Perhaps, the solution is that there’s actually too much money, and 

that the missing link is a sound business/management plan. I believe that if the managing 

capacity and vision is well established, the sources of money will become available.

Land Sale - The “south 40” acreage is already for sale and will inevitably be sold. Since this could 

possibly be the most immediate source of substantial money, I think it should be used to 

complete the keyline design, establish large water catchment systems, and complete road access 

throughout the site. It could also be very worth it to assess the value of just purchasing earth-

works equipment instead so that full time managers could afford to do more earthworks in the 

future.

Libertyville Real Estate Sale - As I understand, Jeffrey and Linda plan to sell their house property 

in Libertyville asap and use the money to build their new house at the farm. If possible, I would 

suggest budgeting in the energy-efficiency consultant and main house remodel, so that it can be 

done using these funds as well. It might mean a smaller house for J&L, but hey, who needs a 

mansion when you’ve got 100+acres to live on!?

Crowd Funding - Online organizations like Kickstarter, Indiegogo, Gofundme, and Macro7 offer 

platforms to raise money from a large network of peers. Since its inception less that 10 years ago, 

literally millions of dollars have been raised by independent organizations all over the world. 

Crowdfunding can be employed to raise as little or as much money as needed on a project-by-

project basis. I would recommend partnering with St. Mary’s organization and the Sustainable 

Living Coalition to join networks and launch a crowd-funding proposal to finance a fruit and nut 

tree sale for $10,000-$20,000 worth of trees. Donors get to pick a plant or 2 in return for 

supporting the project, community members can buy the rest for their yards, and a certain 

portion of the funds raised can be used to cover bundles of young trees and shrubs for the Farm, 

St. Mary’s, and the SLC to form community food forests! 

! Similarly, micro-lending platforms online such as Kiva exist to enable small business to 

get micro-loans for small amounts of money (from $25 to several hundred) at very low or no 
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interest rates. Unlike crowdfunding, this money needs to be paid back. The cool thing is that its 

peer-peer lending. Since its often very little money, there’s very little risk. This can be used to 

scale up the gardens, establish the nursery, upgrade the greenhouse, or build the walk-in cooler. 

Research Grants - SARE (Sustainable Ag Research and Education) provides grants and 

education to advance innovations in sustainable agriculture. Here are some grant categories the 

Farm could qualify for if someone were ambitious and dedicated enough to apply and git ‘er 

done: 

1) Farmer Rancher Grant Program

“NCR-SARE’s Farmer Rancher Grant Program is a competitive grants program for farmers and 

ranchers who want to explore sustainable solutions to problems through on-farm research, 

demonstration, and education projects. Farmer Rancher grants have funded a variety of topics 

including pest/disease management, crop and livestock production, education/outreach, 

networking, quality of life issues, marketing, soil quality, energy, and more.” 

“Farmer Rancher grants individual ($7,500 maximum), partner ($15,000 maximum), or 
group ($22,500 maximum) grants for ideas initiated by farmers and ranchers. Projects may 

last up to 25 months.About 50 projects are funded each year.A portfolio of producer grants is 

reviewed and awarded on an annual timeline.Grants support producers who are protecting 

natural resources, enhancing communities, and boosting profitability.”

-from the website

For more details, visit: http://www.northcentralsare.org/Grants/Our-Grant-Programs/

Farmer-Rancher-Grant-Program

2) Youth Educator Grant Program

“The North Central Region SARE (NCR-SARE) recognizes that youth programs are a way to 

introduce new and exciting farming and ranching options to youth, parents, and community 

members. The program supports opportunities for youth educators to research, demonstrate, 

and learn more about sustainable agriculture. Youth Educator Grants are competitive grants for 

educators to provide programming on sustainable agriculture for youth. $2,000 maximum.”         

-from the website
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For more details, visit: http://www.northcentralsare.org/Grants/Our-Grant-Programs/Youth-

Educator-Grant-Program

Investment Partners

! This option can be precarious, and I know Jeffrey is a bit wary of working with 

independent investor-partners. Certain issues could come up with regard to management 

strategies and equity issues, so proceed with caution. However, I think this could be an option 

worth exploring, especially for investment in renewable energy on site. I didn’t have time to 

research the viability of such a thing, but given how suitable the site is for solar and wind there 

may be a way to create an investment opportunity for someone to finance a large scale solar 

installation and wind turbine. Terms would allow all structures on site to draw from the 

renewable energy created on site, and purchasers of the south 40 acres could also draw from this 

renewable source to add value to the property. I envision hundreds of kilowatts of solar 

production coming from installations spanning the length of the property on both sides of the 

access road, and a turbine or 2 on the main ridge. Stuart Valentine at IPAM (Iowa Progressive 

Asset Management) could have a connection to a serious investor looking to get involved in just 

this type of project. 

UPDATE: I just found out about a company that exists to do EXACTLY THIS! The company is 

called Mosaic, and it exists to connect investors to solar projects in need of financing. As the 

solar project produces clean electricity, it generates revenue by selling power to the solar 

customer. As the project earns revenue, investors are paid back with interest. So far the platform 

has led to over $1.1 million in investments. Mosaic is an online platform. For more information, 

visit https://joinmosaic.com/how-it-works
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Implementation & Maintenance
SUCCESSIONAL STRATEGIES

“The golden rule is to develop the nearest area first, get it under control, and then expand the 

perimeter. A single perimeter will then enclose all your needs.”-From Permaculture: A 

Designer’s Manual

”Take the right angle, and then let go.” -Maharishi

! The Maharishi quote above is directive for this chapter because it emphasizes the 

importance of successional planning. It includes taking the time to do a rigorous design plan, 

mapping interconnections and relationships between components; these things are all setting a 

general angle for future activity. This underscores the value of creating a holistic goal. However, 

the holistic goal by itself, combined with observation, analysis and assessment are not enough if 

we really want to take the right angle. These previous steps are absolutely fundamental; without 

them we could not get to this point - this is obvious. But without planning for succession and 

evolution of the system, the angle is not quite right. Thinking through strategies for 

implementation and maintenance increases the value of our angle; successional planning creates 

depth and layers that we need in order to really understand what our angle is. Once we’ve done 

this, we can let go.  Once we’ve set the angle, we don’t need to hold onto it and follow our 
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preconceived ideas rigidly. The actual implementation and maintenance takes on a life of its own; 

the process of management is an unpredictable evolution. As Mollison says, “In the end it comes 

down to flexibility in management, to steering a path based on the results of trials, to acting on 

new information, and to continuing to observe and to be open or non-discriminatory in our 

techniques.” He goes on to say, “At the end of each stage, trial, or project, both past and future 

stage evolution should be assessed, so that a guide to future adjustments, additions, or extension 

is assembled as a process.” -from Permaculture, A Designer’s Manual 

! The most impressive advice I’ve gotten over and over again about implementing a design 

plan is to be real about how much energy will there be to manage systems. Often, people get so 

excited about the potential of systems and just go for as much as they can as fast as they can. The 

backlash strikes hard when daily chores and maintenance require more time and energy than 

exist. Burnout is not sustainable. And its sad to see promising systems neglected for lack of 

proper management and maintenance. Additionally “Don’t do anything unless you’ve thought 

out all its consequences and advantages” (Mollison). Usually, the analysis and assessment stage 

of the design process serves this purpose. However, in this case I was not able to take the time to 

write out functional analyses for all the major components. Therefore, before projects are 

implemented they should be mapped in terms of their specific needs and functions. That way it 

will become clear how well they fit into the given system; it will also require the manager(s) to 

think critically about system establishment rather than hopeful ideas. 

! What I’ve done up to this point in the design is assess resources, describe components, 

decide priorities, and place critical systems. The role of successful design is to create a self-

managing system; establishing successional strategies will (in theory) help establish a plan to 

implement systems that will, over time, become self-managing. This section will outline a 

strategy for working with all the information that has been gathered and organized. One good 

strategy for implementation is to “take the evolution in stages, to break up the job into easily 

achievable parts” (Mollison). Certain parts will be needed early in development, such as access 

ways, shelter, plant nursery, and water supply. Essential precursors to successful plant 

establishment include fencing (or hedgerow), soil rehabilitation (keyline design, composting), 

erosion control, and water supply; these are general rules of thumb taken from experienced 

designers and land managers. 
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So first (below) is a breakdown in terms of phases, or stages. Below that is a more detailed outline 

of a successional plan for each main component of the design plan. 

Phase 1 - Developing the Basics (1-3 years)

! Develop the nucleus (zone 1) completely. This includes relocating the toolshed/

woodshed, and the developing the community space. Get the greenhouse and chicken coop up 

and running. Make full use of existing garden space and start the nursery. Do the keyline design 

for the entire site, establishing complete access ways and water cater catchment systems; this will 

set the blueprint for future broad scale planting designs, building placement, irrigation, etc. 

Phase 1 should also include a social evolution at the Farm, creating the things identified in the 

holistic goal that pertain to project management and community function (See numbers 7, 8 and 

9 on page 16). Legal structures should be thoroughly explored and acted upon to create the 

conditions for attracting a full time manager or 2. All the while, site observation and propagation 

of wildlife habitat should be going on. Make full use of resources already present in zones 1-5. 

The more in touch Farm members are with the wild energies and dynamics on site, the more their 

activities and management decisions will align with the intelligence of the land. 

Phase 2 - Expanding the Nucleus (3-5 years)

! This includes doing more intensive work in zone 2, establishing  forest gardens 

surrounding the main gardens. Build Jeffrey and Linda’s house and upgrade the main house. 

Demarcate pad sites for the residential zone. Pathways and planting schemes connecting the 

residential zone and the new house should be established to harmoniously integrate these new 

additions to the nucleus of activity. 

Phase 3 - Scaling Up (5-10 years)

! By this point, there should be some full time managers established and integrated 

harmoniously with the community. Plans can begin to involve more of zone 3, drawing on 

resources for broad scale plantings and exploring options for installing major renewable energy 

capacity. This may be a good time to apply for grants to fund more extensive work to test and 

research the effects of broad scale perennial polycultures. This may also be a time when the 

human capacity at the farm can handle an effective internship program and offer more formal 

educational activities and workshops for the community.
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Phase 4 - Holding Steady & Preparing for New Crops (10-20 years)

! I’d imagine that if the Farm can manage to make it to something like phase 3, it will have 

created quite a lot to manage. I can envision a period of dynamic stability ensuing from this point 

forward, where managers will be working with feedback from the system to adjust and improve 

on what has been done. Maintenance will become a major focus, and refinement will continue to 

shape and mould what has been created. New opportunities may emerge from here, such as a 

greater diversity of livestock or something. It will be important to be able to hold steady and 

properly manage the systems that have been put in place. At the same time, large-scale plantings 

will begin to produce major fruit and nut yields, and pole timber will soon follow. Prepare for 

dealing with these yields - how to harvest, process, consume and market them. Hopefully, there 

will be some new resident-beavers by now!

Detailed Successional Strategy

You will notice that the timeline delineations overlap. This is because the exact year is less 

important than the general time-frame for implementation.

2013-2014

Composting - Establish a diversified array of compost piles this spring for use in garden beds in 

the fall. Its important to have high quality compost asap so that the Farm can source its own 

compost tea and extract to use during keyline subsoil plowing in the summer. Then, build more 

hot compost piles in the fall (and in the winter to heat the greenhouse) for use in the spring of 

2014. Continue this cycle annually, and maintain food-scrap and “humanure” composting 

systems year-round. See section on “Gardens” in the Analysis and Assessment chapter above for 

more details.

Market Garden - This is the year to really reap the rewards of a productive garden. There is a 

generous seed stock at the Farm from seed orders in previous years, and I recommend over-

planting the garden to leave no space untended. The garden is less than 3 years old, and many 

beds are brand new from the fall; therefore, plant as many legumes as possible to fix nitrogen. 

This garden can produce summer and fall crops, and I suggest growing as much tulsi and basil as 

possible for the farmer’s market. Grow basil, parsley, and mint to sell to restaurants, since these 

are the top 3 plants they expressed an interest in buying from the Farm. Mixed vegetables and 

salad greens will always be good to have for the house. There are perennial garden plants 
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growing abundantly on Kelly Custer’s property on the corner of 4th and Broadway; I suggest 

helping her in her garden to see if she’d allow us to propagate many of her perennial plants in our 

garden (i.e. take cuttings, divide bulbs, etc). Order as many crowns of asparagus as means allow 

and start the asparagus patch asap!

Nursery - Harvest select fruit and nut species, as well as timber and coppice plants to develop a 

good seed stock; seeds from the persimmon tree north of the old SL building could be a good 

one to propagate. Establish an area where seeds in raised beds and pots can stratify and begin to 

germinate! If someone can get this started this fall rather than next, you’ll be 1 year closer to 

sourcing your own forest garden plants!

Bee Sanctuary - Thanks to Jessica’s leadership and bubbly passion, the bee sanctuary is set to be 

started this spring! Be sure to attend to this component this year to establish the system where 

honey bees and other pollinators can thrive! Creating habitat for pollinators should be 

considered and acted upon now so that all current and future plantings will have ample 

populations of beneficial insects to support their growth!   

New Greenhouse - The grant contract for the greenhouse expires in March of 2014. Order a 

greenhouse kit and build it over the summer so that it can be utilized for fall and winter crops. I 

suggest growing an annual leguminous ground cover to fix nitrogen in the raised beds. Come 

spring, it will be a ready asset for season extension and beyond!

Old Greenhouse Retrofit - Get the aquaponics system up and running. Retrofit the garden beds 

and existing shelf so that they can function as shelves for growing flats of seedlings to transplant 

in the garden. 

Walk-in Cooler - This component should be built before the end of 2014. There is already a lot 

on the table for 2013, so try not to put this off too long! Recycled flew and metal can be found for 

dirt cheap at the Habitat for Humanity Pre Re-Store, and existing stands of pole timber can be 

harvested from zone 4 to provide structural framing. This will be a very necessary component to 

support a successful market garden and greenhouse; chilled storage of fresh herbs and 

vegetables will enable farm members to keep large harvests fresh for a week or more. If the 

existing garden is producing at capacity this year, there will not be nearly enough storage space 

to keep things fresh, so they will need to be sold immediately, eaten, dried, and processed or else 

become rotten and composted. 
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Keyline Design and Implementation - Plans are in the works to partner with Jacob Krieger and 

the Fairfield Greener Pastures Project; the Farm has agreed to be the pilot demonstration site for 

the project. This initial stage includes a full site survey to generate an accurate topographical 

map. This can then be used to plow keylines to immediately increase ground-water recharge on 

the ridges and improve decomposition and soil fertility. Access roads and earth works to dig a 

series of ponds will not likely happen before 2015, unless the south 40 acres is sold by this time 

next year to provide funding. However, the sight survey and keyline subsoil plowing should get 

done before the end of 2014. 

Workshop and Storage Space - This series of projects is outlined in detail in the Analysis and 

Assessment chapter. They are a priority because of their importance in developing the nucleus of 

activity in zone 1. Getting the workshop and storage space built at the top by the main house will 

enable all other work to be done more efficiently. It will consolidate all the building materials and 

tools to the most convenient central location, and provide a shelter for bikes, carts and other 

equipment that cannot afford to be left outside and weathered much longer. 

Community Space - Once the workshop and storage space are created by the main house, new 

space down by the studio apartment will be available for a re-design. This is an ideal place for a 

community space. Creating the community space as soon as possible will be a great 

accomplishment and make the community stronger. 

Community Space Guidelines, Etc. - Create some formal community space guidelines as a group 

and post them for each specific area (community kitchen guidelines, tool use guidelines, etc.). 

Create the project proposal form and print out blank copies for future use. Print copies of the 

Holistic Goal to have available to potential new members to consider. 

Soil Testing - When Rick Valley was here he identified a great number of edible and medicinal 

species growing down in the wetlands and along Little Cherry Creek. Unfortunately, these plants 

grow in soil that is flooded annually by rains that carry poisonous agricultural chemicals from 

neighboring farms. In order to determine their safety for consumption and viability of 

propagating wild edibles, soil samples should be taken once in the spring after chemicals have 

been applied to fields, and then again in the fall to send to USDA for testing. Pay for the test that 

is used by the organic certification process that checks for contaminants.
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Remove Trash - speaking of contamination, the work is cut out for whoever feels passionate 

enough to clean up the trash accumulated in the primary valleys. The two valleys that lead to the 

pond, and the valley that leads to Jason’s straw bale dome are littered with scrap metal, recyclable 

barbed wire and rolls of fencing, as well as many old glass bottles and other trash. The sooner this 

gets done the better. Rusting metal is likely adding poisons to the waterways. Getting rid of that 

accumulated old energy will also bring good juju to the land :)

Gathering Firewood - Identify all the trees that are standing dead, cut them, split them and begin 

stacking. At first, cutting, moving and splitting wood by hand will not be profitable. It will simply 

be a chore for the cabins on site that will need firewood in winter. The sooner the passive solar 

firewood shed can be built, the better the curing process will be for accumulated firewood. 

Chickens - Build the mobile chicken coop and raise up the flock!

2014-2015

Major Earthwork - assuming the south 40 acres has been sold, complete the keyline design by 

installing ponds, catchment tanks, and access roads.

Stock the Ponds - As ponds get built, design an aquaculture ecosystem that supports healthy fish 

populations. Be sure to stock the existing pond with delicious fish! And then, obviously, go 

fishing! Convenient to have a bin of worms in the basement, eh?

Forest Gardens - Begin establishing forest gardens south of the studio in the current sheep 

pasture in zone 2. Dig small swales to channel water slightly off contour so that water flows 

across the ridge in a zig-zag pattern down the slope, which will maximize absorption. Plant all 

levels of the forest garden at once to establish the desired ecosystem after the earthwork has 

disturbed the soil.

Jeffrey and Linda’s House - With the road patterns and ponds marked out, Jeffrey and Linda’s 

house can be placed accordingly and integrated into the new “nucleus” of activity.

Main House Remodel & Efficiency Upgrade - Using funds from Jeffrey and Linda’s property sale 

in Libertyville, do an energy audit on the main house and studio and remodel for energy 

efficiency. Add on 2 more bedrooms.
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Develop Legal Support Structures - Identify possible legal structures that would support the long-

term vision. Gain the desired legal status. Do this with a full-time manager in mind; figure out 

what it would take for a full-time manager to be able to earn equity or ownership in some way. If 

possible, involve an interested manager in this process. As Jeffrey, Emily, and Olo move on, 

designate the space to offer to the perfect person who would be able to create a livelihood co-

creating with the farm-family. 

Firewood - Having access roads in place throughout the property, and a passive-solar designed 

firewood shed, acquire a mechanical wood splitter and begin collecting all the standing 

deadwood available on site. Be sure to take only true yields. Some dead trees will be better off 

rotting to feed the forest ecosystem. Nonetheless, the sooner large quantities of wood can be 

split and cured, the sooner it can be sold by the cord to provide funds for other projects.

2015-2020

Renewable Energy - Renewable energy markets are continuing to reach economies of scale, 

driving down price. Seek out investors or partners who want to finance a big renewable energy 

project. Maybe access energy co-op would be interested in partnering to create a solar garden 

using the land on the main ridge along the access road. I’ve heard rumors about some people in 

Fairfield scheming to create a public utility company for Fairfield. Get in on it! 

Agroforestry Guidebook - This would essentially be an action plan for using the products specific 

to in zones3, 4 and 5. Rick Valley suggested doing this for the site since there is such a great 

diversity of useful plant-resources. An agro-forestry guidebook would be created over time as 

people learn about the land and work with its products. This could be a research project for an 

ambitious student, or a project for a land manager to undertake as he/she works on the site. 

Also, this guidebook would be a strategic component for making full use of broad-scale 

polyculture plantings on the primary ridges. It would also be a component that would fulfill the 

forms of production #5, #12, & #15 listed in the Holistic Goal.

Fruit Products - Capitalize with value-added products as perennial systems mature and fruit trees 

and berry bushes produce in abundance. This can already be done using wild berries from zones 

4 and 5. Wildberry wine? Yes, please.
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Internships and Education - Assess the capacity to develop and manage an internship program. 

The transient community of student-renters already provides a sort-of self-directed and self-

organizing internship program. But things could really be rockin’ and seasonal interns could 

diversify the labor and inspiration base. Begin developing infrastructure to support them. Would 

they live in the main house when students leave for summer? Would it be better to build small 

cabins in the residential zone to designate for summer interns? Assuming that there are now full-

time members living and working on site, this could be the time to start showing off all the great 

work going on at the Farm! Holding more workshops, events, or PDC classes could provide 

another management challenge, yes, but also exposure and big groups to help out with hands-on 

projects!

Grants and Broad-scale Plantings - Explore SARE grants and opportunities to get funding for 

what you’re already planning on doing. There may be some hoops to jump through and 

documentation to fulfill grant requirements, but if there is someone dedicated to implement and 

manage longer-term projects then go for it! This could bring added focus and also create 

documentation, which is a necessary form of production stated in the Holistic Goal. 

2020-2030

Managing New Yields - Large-scale plantings will begin to produce major fruit and nut yields, 

and pole timber will soon follow. Prepare for dealing with these yields - how to harvest, process, 

consume and market them.
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Appendix 1!
SITE SURVEY 

Existing Structures 

Main House – 2 bedroom, 1 full bath, office, kitchen, living room, mud room, propane furnace heating, coal-
electricity
Studio (Barn) Apartment – kitchen, living room, lofted bed, storage loft, full bath with composting toilet, electric-
hot water radiant floor heating, passive heat gain from attached greenhouse, coal-electricity
Hay-Storage Barn - 2000 sq foot uninsulated sheet metal barn for storing round bales of hay from the land.
Straw Bale Cabin – 1 room, lofted bed, 200 watt solar PV, no bathroom, wood-burning stove
Straw Bale Dome – 1 room, unfinished
Tiny House – coal-electric extension cord from house, electric heater, composting bathroom, lofted bed. 
Animal Hut – housing 3 sheep, 3and1/2 sides enclosed, open doorway.
Tool Shed 
Wood Shed – no walls
Army Tent - on wooden platform, remote location, wood-burning stove, propane stovetop and lights, composting 
toilet.
Pond 
Garden 
Greenhouse 
Access road – running east to west along the southern property line, from 150th st property line to the easternmost 
acreage in horse pasture and conservation land

Tools

Shovels
Pitch Fork
Metal Rakes
Leaf Rakes
Snow Shovels
Pick-axe
Sledge hammer
Levels
Push-mower
Weed wacker
Landscaping chainsaw
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Events

Drum Circles/Jam Sessions
Bonfires
Dance parties
Potlucks
Farm Tour (EcoFairfield)
Workshops (Earth Medicine, Straw bale construction/cobbing, Rocket Stove, Keyline design)

Access Routes & Zones of Use

See maps

Primary Local/Agricultural Crops

Corn/soy monocultures, chestnut, aronia, alfalfa, orchard grass, red and white clover, mixed fruit and vegetable 
crops
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Existing Vegetation and Wildlife

(Not an exhaustive list, but what has been identified so far)

Canopy Understory 
Trees and 

Shrubs

Wet Feet Identified in 
Prairie

Herbaceous 
Understory

Oak – red, 
white, pin, blue, 
shingle bark
Hickory – 
shagbark
Cottonwood
Elm
Alder
Hackberry 
(“corky” bark)
Birch
Beech
Cedar
Ash
Walnut – black
Locust – honey, 
black
Silver Maple

Ironwood
Plum
Cherry
Willow
Juniper
Mulberry
Dogwood
Persimmon
Serviceberry
Paw Paw
Asian Pear
Blueberry
Grapevine 
Blackberry
Black Raspberry
Chokecherry 

Willow
Bergamot
Goldenrod
Clover
Cow Parsnip
Horsetail
Cattail
Sedges
Rushes
Canary Grass
Dog Bain
Toothwort
Milk Thistle
Boneset

Purple 
coneflower
Bergamot
Hops clover
Big blue stem
Smokegrass
Povertygrass

Solomon’s Seal
Blackberry
Gooseberry
Yarrow
Mullen
Comfrey
Plantain
Burdock
Dock
Sorrel
Dandelion
Ostrich Ferns
Watercress
Hemlock
Creeping 
Charlie
Pokeberry
Hopsclover
Eleagnus (bush/
shrub by shed 
and north of 
house)
Hops clover 
(alfalfa family)
Birds foot trifoil
Sour grass
Sumac – smooth 
staghorn
Rosa Ragacea 
(rose)
Vetch
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Flowers Fungi Wildlife

Queen Anne’s Lace
Dutchman’s britches
Virginia blue bells
Spring beauty
Trillium – white and red

Morel
Dried saddle
Turkey tail
Jelly fungus
Wood ears
Shitake (inoculated logs)

Coyote, squirrel, deer, crow, 
woodpecker, blue jay, tree 
frogs, bull frogs, bats, mice, 
deer tick, mosquito,

Threats

Agricultural chemical drift (which fields)
Fire (from the neighbors, controlled prairie burns)
Seasonal Drought 

Key opportunities to obtain a yield from incoming energies

Wind (Turbine)
Average Wind Speed (JeffCo.) = 13.4-15.7mph (up to 17mph avg in Jan vs less than 5.5mpg avg in Aug)
Strongest winds of the year are in the winter months

From: 

http://www.iowaenergycenter.org/wind-energy-manual/wind-and-wind-power/geography-and-wind/

Sun (PV, Hot water)

Optimum Tilt of Solar Panels by Month 
Figures shown in degrees from vertical 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun
32°
 

40°
 

48°
 

56°
 

64°
 

72°
 

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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Winter

  24° angle

 

Spring/Fall

  48° angle

 

Summer

  72° angle

Notes:
On the 21st December, the sun will rise 68° east of due south and set 68° west of due south.
On the 21st March/21st September, the sun will rise 91° east of due south and set 91° west of due south.
On the 21st June, the sun will rise 114° east of due south and set 114° west of due south. 

Data derived from http://solarelectricityhandbook.com/solar-irradiance.html

Water 

Evidence of inclement weather:
Little Cherry Creek bank erosion 
Flagged trees 
Seasonal drought (June-Sept)

Water on site:
1 Existing Pond
Potential keypoint dams throughout property
Catchment from the main house roof
Greenhouse roof
Constructed wetland flood plane

Rivers, streams, ditches or earthworks:
Little Cherry Creek
Adjacent constructed wetland
Terraced acres in conservation

Wells or boreholes:
1 well drilled to tap the pond 

Roof catchment:
Two 55-gallon drums catching water off the south-sloping barn roof ; 250-gallon industrial tote catching runoff from 
north-sloping barn roof.

Storages:

Pond
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Cycling and treatment systems:
Septic tank
Compost toilet, 2 humanure composting piles

Soil

Detailed Soil Survey of Jefferson County:
Part 1: http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/manuscripts/IA101/0/jefferson1.pdf
Part 2: http://soildatamart.nrcs.usda.gov/manuscripts/IA101/0/jefferson2.pdf

Identify the site’s remaining limiting factors
(e.g. loss of heat from buildings, fertility from soil, useful volunteer labour, unused yields, high maintenance systems 
etc.)

Single plastic layer and loss of heat from greenhouse (details?)
Loss of heat from main house (relevance?)
Electric-hot water radiant floor heating in barn (implications?)
200watt system (=how many hours storage?) electricity limit for straw bale
Wood-stove to heat straw bale
Straw Bale Dome proximity and location to water and electricity source
Makes it laborious to carry drinking water and other supplies
Max 35 hours/month labor from residents (minimum trade agreement)
1 resident with infant limits range, scope, and energy for work
Lack of project experience limits efficiency of project work (learning something new takes more time)
Volunteer-work parties are reliable for permaculture projects
Residents class schedule and class work-load limits work-hour windows at the farm, consistency and regularity of 
work and maintenence, time-frame for completing projects
Lack of full-time resident/worker limits success of intensive systems
$50/month lot-rent limits project expense budget
Lack of watering system for garden limits yields
! Required hand-watering limits time for other things

Proximity of black walnuts limit frequency of harvest/yield
! Same with blackberries
! Seasonal drought limits wild berry production
Lack of clear community model or organizational structure limits creation of long-term investment strategies

Site utilities

Propane heat for the main house (Ferrell Gas)
Electricity from Access Energy Co-op

Local resources

Nearest settlement(s):
Fairfield City Limits: 5 miles south

Local services:
Healthcare: Jefferson County Health Center; Fairfield Animal Hospital (Bill Polluck) 
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Food Market: 
Hyvee; farmer’s market; Everybody’s; Walmart; Lord’s cupboard 
Restaurants: 
Many

University/Educational: 
Fairfield Public K-12; MSAE K-12; Indian Hills CC Career Academy; MUM

Locally available materials: 

Natural resources:

Waste resources:
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Appendix 2!
FORMS OF PRODUCTION LIST

Forms of Production - What we have to produce to fulfill the purpose of Prairie 

Song Farms and create the qualities of life that we desire

1. Community celebrations and activities that foster community spirit

1.1. Birthday Parties

1.2. Equinox & biodynamic gatherings

1.3. Dance Parties

1.4. Potlucks

1.5. Fall harvest festival

2. An environment that is open to art, music, dancing, social gatherings, and other aspects of 

life that generally promote richness, creativity and fun

2.1. As long as Jeffrey and Linda keep being cool...

3. Comfortable, functional, and energy efficient dwellings

3.1. Energy audit for the main house and barn

3.1.1. Remodel main house to improve passive solar and add more bedrooms

3.1.2. Acquire and install solar-hot-water panels for hot water in the barn (much 

more efficient than current coal-electric hot water system

4. Renewable energy for electrical needs, and load calculations for existing structures

4.1. Solar PV
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4.2. Solar-hot water

4.3. Wind turbines

5. Plants for food and medicine, and care taking guidelines to support their growth and use

5.1. Market garden

5.2. Orchard polycultures and forest gardens

5.3. Ridge reforestation

5.4. Wildcrafting

5.5. Agroforestry guidebook

6. Food processing and storage space 

6.1. Off-grid geo-thermal walk-in cooler

6.2. Food processing space under community-space structure

7. Wildlife habitat

7.1. Bee sanctuary and bat houses

7.2. Maintain wetlands and other prairie

7.3. Propagate species known to attract beneficial wildlife

7.4. Edible forest gardens

7.5. More ponds, stocked with fish for aquaculture 

8. Systems of organization that support orderliness and maintenance of community spaces and 

equipment

8.1. Community space guidelines for :

8.1.1. Community kitchen use
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8.1.2. Living room and porch use

8.1.3. Tools use

8.1.4. Greenhouse use

8.2. Trash and recycling protocol (where to take it and when)

9. Methods of communication to help us harmonize our activities, including systems of 

accountability for project planning/implementation/maintenance

9.1. Project proposal form

9.2. Regular “farm family meetings”

9.3. Maintain the “hours log” google doc

10. Protocol for considering/accepting new members 

10.1. Holistic goal review

11. A budget for annual expenses or proposed projects

11.1. Project proposal form

12. Safeguards against too much structure that would impede or discourage creative 

experiments

13. A practical knowledge base to share with the community 

13.1. Agroforestry guidebook

13.2. An interactive website that exposes our purpose and activities to the world wide web

13.3. Continuously update the “Action Plan” google doc

13.4. Short videos to document and outline projects

14. A living library of contacts, neighbors, friends, products and service providers in the 

community 
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14.1. Update existing list in the “Action Plan”

14.2. Form google groups as desired

15. High-speed web access that enables us to connect to people, places, projects and ideas that 

will help support the purpose of PSF

16. Documentation of the process (videos and blogs on the website) to share with future 

members and others who will benefit from learning from our process (successes and failures) 

***NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE, ONLY FEEDBACK!***
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